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SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


May 12, 1981


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh
Judge of the Superior Court
County Courthouse, Department 21
San Diego, California 92101


RE: INTEGRATION TASK FORCE REPORT


Dear Judge Welsh:


The San Diego Integration Task Force (ITF) has completed its
third year as the Court's local community-wide monitor of the
plan to integrate the city's public schools. The ITF began
the year with twenty-two appointed members. During the year
one member resigned to become a consultant to the Board of
Education, but the vacancy was quickly filled. Eight of the
twenty-two members have served all three years and three
members have served for two years. The membership reflects
a good ethnic balance, with broad community perspective.


Historical Perspective


During the first year, the ITF was mainly concerned with the
quantifiable me~surement of the desegregation of the twenty-
three racially isolated schools, investigating the race/human
relations program, getting acquainted with Board members and
District personnel, and generally trying to determine if progress
was being made. The second year focused heavily on the question
of quality education, while continuing to look at the same areas
examined during the f~rst year. The evaluation strategy for the
third year of the ITF was to give equal emphasis to the areas of
desegregating the twenty-three schools, quality education in
those schools, and race/human relations.


ITF Organization


The ITF was divided into six committees; race/human relations,
learning centers and exchange programs, VEEP, Limited English
Speaking/Non-English Speaking (LES/NES), and overall planning,
which examined everything else contained in the Court's charge
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that was not covered by the other committees. In addition, the
ITF established an independent and autonomous human relations
task force consisting oE individuals whose background and exper-
tise was in the area of race/human relations. The ITF also had
monitors who spent many hours observing at school sites. Most of
these monitors have served for three years.
Communications Emphasized
The opinions, judgements, and conclu5ion~ contained in this
report are based on information provided by the ITF's various
committees, task force and monitors, as well as direct contact
formally and informally with the District's central administrators,
site administrators, and Board Members. However, extremely im-
portant to the overall work of the ITF was the communications that
existed between the ITF and interested and involved groups. Two
particularly meaningful areas, that transcended individual committee
activities, wa s improving the communications and relationships
between the ITF and the School Board, District Superintendent and
his staff, as well as the community's perception of the twcnty-
three racially isolated schools. Much energy and time was devoted
to effecting better communications and encouraging the media to
look for and report on positive activities occurring in those
schools. The Chairman, 1st Vice Chairwoman, and individual
members of the ITF were involved in this activity. The improvcd
communications climate helped the ITF to review Rnd reach the
conclusions reflected in the statements and recommendations
contained in this report.
The Court's Charge
From the perspective of the ITF, the preeminent rcsponsibility of
the San Diego Unified School District was clearly the integration
of the twenty-three racially isolated schools and t~e successful
education of the students attending those schools.
-The charge of the Integration Task Force was to monitor the
adequacy of the program designed to achieve these dual and
inseparable goals.
Conclusions
Unfortunately, by whatever standard one wishes to utilize, the
goal of integration is not within sight of achievement.
The District's statistics show that since 1976 only two of the
twenty-three racially isolated schools have been desegregated
(Webster and Compers), three of the schools have significantly
increased their majority student enrollment [Fulton, Johnson,
and Valencia Park), and eight show same decrease in majority
enrollment (Burbank, Chollas, Freese, Logan, Sherman, Stockton,
Lincoln, and Morse). The remaining schools show no significant
change. -
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The ITF does not consider this picture "reasonable and feasible
progress."
Moreover, the District has not shown evidence that it is concerned
or disturbed enough by this lack of progress to be motivated to
improve it. The ITF finds that the District lacks the commitment
to ignite the interest of enough personnel to effe~t school
integration.


The ITF's conclusion is that this lack of progress reflects the
District's lack of true interest in meaningful integration.
When the Superintendent addressed the ITF on two occasions for
the purpose of providing an update on integration activities and
quality education, he was not able to increase ~he ITF's knOWledge
or appreciation of the situation or review any problem areas if
he felt they existed. Nor did he use these meetings to ask for
help, opinions, or articulate any particular problems. The
Superintendent simply gave-statistics, which it was apparent he
did not totally understand, reflecting an attitude that clearly
communicated a lack of commitment and interest.


Responsibility


The situation after thTee years of review and monitoring the
District's progress is very disappointing and unsettling. The
responsibility for this lack of progress must rest fully with
the School Bo~rd. The Board has apparently not demanded measurable
results from the Superintendent and his staff and their performance
in relation to integration has not been critically evaluated by
the Board. The District's policy in regard to school integration
appears to be to move very slowly and only react to the requests
of the Court and the ITF. The initiative needed to cause changes
in the areas of desegregation and quality of education has not
been evident. The Board's approach has been irresponsible and is a
disservice to all parents and children of San Diego.


Some Progress


There is some evidence that the District has begun to respond to
the necessity for a uniformly excellent educational program. The
ITF is encouraged by the progress of the Achievement Goals Program.
AGP is a tool to help increase the quality of education which
should result in higher test scores and improved minority student
morale and motivation. It is too early to evaluate the effectiveness
of the program,but the ITF is hopeful that progress will be evident.


Progress has also been made in the level of intercommunication
between the ITF and the Board of Education. The Board's President
in particular, but other members as well, has been available,
concerned, and involved in the discussion of the matters concerning
school integration and quality education.
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It is the considered judgement of the ITF that the dual goals of
integration and quality education are made virtually impossible
without the development of a district-wide systematized race/
human relations program. While there are individual instances of
San Diego schools successfully developing such programs, unfortun-
ately these individual instances are far outweighed by other
programs not working. Programs are written, but not utilized;
they are often met by hostility from Disttict personnel; and they
are fragmented and without measurable objectives. The Jack of any
apparent form of quality control and the consuming concentration on
numbers of programs rather than effectiveness of programs, makes
the entire race/human relations attempt less effective than possible.


It is the recommendation of the ITF that the District develop and
implement, with the assistance of outside professional support, a
systematic and comprehensive race/human relations program throughout
San Diego Unified during the summer. Such a t~sk is, in the view
of the ITF, three years late in its undertaking, and its lack of
development and implementation can no longer be permitted.


Lack of Commitment


Finally, while the ITF believes there are many individuals within
the San Diego City Schools passionately concerned and dedicated to
education and integration, that commitment for success is not as
widespread as needed.


It is hoped that the teachers and administrators who are currently
demonstrating ~oncern for quality education and integration will
not become too discouraged and Hill continue to demonstrate their
support Hhile improvements are being made.


The ITF might accept the lack of progress in desegregation if it
felt convinced that the cause Has simply the reluctance .of students
to participate. However, the evidence clearly points to the fact
that the lack of integration progress goes much deeper and points
directly to the lack of commitment and sincerity from the District's
top administration and leadership.







JUDY ~~DONALD, 1st VICE-CHAIR
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Respe~tfully submitted,
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/HAROLD K. BROWN, CHAl~~AN... /
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FRED CAsTRO, 2nd VICE CHAIR


Task Force Nemb ers :
James Anderson
Jerry Baker
Richard Calvin
Tom Carter
Irma Castro
Morris Casuto'
The Honorable Joseph Davis
Hilario "Larry" Gonzales
Ann Hunsaker
Dr. William E. Johnson
The Honorable Judith McConnell
Alan Mc Cu t cheon
Mike Madigan
Clarence Pendleton
Hartwell Ragsdale
William B. Rohan
Delia Talamantez
Eunice Winston
Beverly Yip







CHARGE TO THE INTEGRATION TASK FORCE
1980-1981 SCHOOL YEAR


1. Monit6r, analyze and evaluate the human/race relations
programs used throughout the district, with particular
emphasis upon the effectiveness of such program in
those schools that receive VEEP students.


2. Mo n i,tor, analyze and evaluate the Elementary and
Secondary Exchange Programs and the Learning Centers
to determine what progress is being made toward the
expansion of Elementary Exchange Programs and to
determine the effectiveness of all three programs.


3. Cooperate with the schriol district to assist the
district in its efforts to expand the Elementary Ex-
change Programs and to encourage more parents to
voluntarily participate therein.


4. Monitor classr06m activity to determine whether there
has been a significant reduction in the interruption of
instruction in classrooms, particularly in the basic
skills area.


S. Monitor classroom activity to detetmine whether there
is instruction in oral communication and of what such
instruction consists.


6. Mo n i,tor classroom activi ty to determine whether
individual classes are appropriately desegregated or
whether there is a pattern of segregating races within
a school.


7. Monitor, analyze and evaluate any other program or
activity which is a portion of the desegregation plan
and which, in the opinion of the Task Force requires
its attention.


8. Evaluate the overall plan as to whether meaningful
progress to alleviate segregation is being made.
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Attachment B
Attachment C


Attachment D


Attachment E


Attachment F


(
ATTACHMENTS
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LES/NES Child and Bilingual Program
Questionnaire
Race/Human Relations Monitors' Report
Analysts' Report on the Spanish Bilingual
Program, prepared by John McLevie and
Thomas Nagel
Evaluation of the Voluntary Ethnic
Enrollment Program, prepared by Dr. Paul
Strand, Social Science Research Laboratory,
San Diego State University
Human Relations Task Force Report,
Dr. Marvalene Styles, Chair
Committee Report on Programs for Asian
Students
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After three years of observations, the Task Force can sum up the
status of the Race/Human Relations Program in a few words--it's not
working. Although there are examples of good programs and committed,
dedicated people involved in the District, the Race/Human Relations
Program, generally is viewed by tea~hers, students and parents as
a waste of time and of questionable value.


There are major programmatic and organizational problems with the Race/
Human Relations Program. Most serious of which is the finding that the
current race/human relations effort is not a program, but a series of
unrelated, disconnected activities. Contributing to the sad state of
affairs which the Race/Human Relations Program finds itself in, is the
lack of priority or commitment to this effort by the Board of Education
and the Superintendent. Although the staff person responsible for the
Race/Human Relations Program reports directly to the Superintendent,
in reality and in practice, he does not have the authority to institute
effective programs throughout the district.


The report which follows summarizes the findings. The Task Force
strongly recommends to the Court that if voluntary integration is to
succeed, a strong, goal-oriented Race/Human Relations Program must be
effectuated concurrently with quality academic programs. During the
first year of the Task Force's existence, we received feedback that
the race/human relations efforts needed strengthening. Two years
later, we do not see much progress. There were complaints that the
race/human relations activities were more form than substance, that
schools' staff went through the motions without any real commitment
or enthusiasm in what they were doing. It is our opinion that the
status of the Race/Human Relations Program has not changed.


The Race/Humai Relations Program needs a major overhaul. Time,
expertise and effort must be provided this summer to revamp the race/
human relations effort to transform it into a subst~ntive program.
Experts are available in San Diego who may be engaged to assist in
this planning effort which would include planned programs aimed at
behavioral results for both students and teachers. Concurrently, the
organizational structure and placement of the Race/Human Relations
Program needs to be changed and effective monitoring and evaluation
needs to be instituted.


COMMITTEE REPORT ON RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM
Introduction
The report of the 1980-81 Race/Human Relations Program of the San
Diego Unified School District is based on the work of two committees--
the Evaluation Task Force under the leadership of Dr. ~l~rvalene Styles,
and the Integration Task Force, Race/Human Relations Monitors chaired
by Maxine Patrick. This report is a summary of the committee's efforts.
The full text of these reports are included in the attachments.
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The Evaluation Task Force focused on studying the race/human
relations program from several dimensions: the organizational
structure, the race/human relations program content including
curriculum resource material, evaluation/monitoring process
and procedures, past evaluation studies, and in-service training
for district personnel. The race/human relations ~onitors spent
over 200 hours observing 21 schools. Both committees gathered
information through review of documents, interviews and observations.
Although both committees performed their studies scparately, we are
pleased to report that their findings and recommendations had much
in common. .


Recommendations are grouped in three areas: leadership/accountability
issues, organization of the race/human relations program, and race/
human relations work program issues.


A. Leadership and Accountability Issues


1. The Board of Education has not demonstrated its commitment
to successful race/human rclations program and must take a
strong stand by designating race/human relations as a high
priority and by insisting on full support from the
administration.


Both committees arrived at the conclusion. that race/human relations
programs at the site level is only as good as the site personnel
involved, Where there is strong commitment and leadership from the
site administrator, there are good race/human relations programs.
Unfortunately, there is no consistency within the district, with
probably many more poor programs than good programs. The ultimate
responsibility for leadership and commitment must come from the
Board of Education. However, leadership and commitment must be
operationalized into actions and not just words.


2. Evaluation and hiring of site administrators should include
consideration of their personal awareness of and commitment
to providing leadership to efforts aimed at achieving
successful race/human relations- programs.


It was evident that some schools did not carry out programs and their
studellts ~new very littlB about their school's race/human relations
activities. Additionally, there are teachers at some schools who
are quite open about their resistance to race/human relations pro-
grams. The principal must provide leadership in race/human relations
and set a climate throughout the campus th~t promotes positive race/
human relations. The principal should let it be known that
uncooperative and destructive role models among the staff will not
be tolerated. turrently, principals have nothing to gain in promoting
strong race/human relations on their campus other than a pat on the
back. Incorporating success in this area as part of their fitness
evaluation would demonstrate that race/human relations is indeed a
priority.
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B. Organization of the Race/Human Relations Program


1. Designate a full-time race/human relations administrator
with full authority to carry out the program reporting
directly to the superintendent.


Under the current organizational structure, the Director of the
community relations division reports to the Superintendent.
However, in order to implement curriculum or program decisions,
they must be funneled through various levels and offices such as
the Deputy Superintendent; the Assistant Superintendent, Secondary
Division; the Assistant Superintendent, Elementary Division; the
Secondary or Elementary Directors, and then the site administrators.
Although each and every individual in the chain of command may
personally be wholeheartedly in support of the race/human relations
program, the communication becomes distorted as it percolates through
the system. One facilitator noted that support for. or the priority
placed on race relations from the Board and top management seems to
come and go; the message given is that maybe race relations is
important and maybe it isn't, maybe changes can be made and maybe
they can't.


2. Increase the number of Race/Human Relations Facilitators
and reduce the ratio of schools per facilitator to five.


Race/Human Relations facilitators are performing at a ievel difficult
to maintain. They are responsible for assisting as many as 14
schools and cannot do justice to all their responsibilities. They
have learned a lot in the past few years and need time to pull
together and organize their information. They need time for their
own in-service, to learn and to develop teaching materials to improve
the effectiveness of race/human relations programs and in-service
training for district personnel.


3. Provide a full-time or nearly full-time race/human
relations program director at each school to be responsible
for the planning, implementation and coordination of the
race/human relations program.


CurrentlY,the person in charge of the race/human relations program
at each school spends many hours of uncompensated time, often in the
face of lack of support from administration and sabotage from peers.
Observations indicate that many race/human relations activities
consist of "paper programs" only and some sites are less than candid
in reporting their activities. The role of the chairperson and the
R/HR Committee varies widely from school to school. At some they
are window dressing, at some they are genuinely involved, but only
in writing the plan. Implementing the school's race/human relations
plan is diffused and in schools where there is no watchdog function
given to the committee, disillusionment and even cynicism sometimes
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results when the committee members have the impre~sion that their
hard work was for naught. Race/human relations program chairs
must carry, in addition to the chairing of the race/human relations
committee and the development of the R/IIR plan, their regular
teaching assignments and duties.


4. Provide an independent monitoring unit to monitor race/
human relations programs throughout the district and to
evaluate the programs' effectiveness.


Currently there is no neutral, independent monitoring of the race/
human relations program although there have been many individuals
and committees who have attempted to evaluate the R/HR program in
the past. The district delegates to the directors the responsibility
to monitor and evaluate each site's race/human relations program.
This is basically a self-assessment completed by the site adminis-
trator and the director. The Task Force had commissioned a study
which did not fulfill its needs. The Board of Education has an
analyst evaluating the program. It is apparent that evaluators are
not focused on common goals and objectives, do not have either stan-
dardized or normalized procedures, have not determined how the data
can be codified, do not have a longitudinal model for the evaluation
designs, and do not represent a common thrust.


C. Race/Human Relations Work Program Issues


1. Develop alternative models of race/human relations programs
which provide a sequential developmental program with
planned behavioral outcomes.


Current race/human relations programs are a collection of activities
rather than a program per se. The Me-to-We: A Guide for Developing
Positive Intra/Inter Personal RelatIons IS ~he maIn race/huma~ relations
currIculum gUIde. Although ~n excellent collection of activities,
it is not a program which is defined as a cohesive, logical, sequential
series of cognitive and affective experiences for students and staff
that will lead to changes in understanding, acceptance, and positive
interaction with peers and others who areracially/ethnically
different. Current programs at school sites are fragmented and the
link between activities is unclear.


A major omission is the lack of follow through as a result of race/
human relations activities. Debriefing at the end of each activity
would enable the participants to understand what it is they have
learned from participating. Experience has shown that botl! young
people and adults need to have the activities consciously ti~d into
their lives and their world by offering the structured opportunity
to verbalize, and thereby discover, an attitude change, and under-
standing or a skill which has resulted from the session.







2. Expand the definition of race relations and ensure that there
is common understanding of the intent and meaning of the
program throughout the staff.


Several years ago the emphasis of race/human relations programs was
on human relations. The Integration Task Force recommended that
the focus should be on race relations, however, there is still a
tendency to focus on similarities rather than differences because
of the fear that emphasizing differences creates or exacerbates
problems. This is the "I don't see color, I just see people"
syndrome. It needs, to be pointed out that ignoring race denies
the race of the non-white person, denies the existence of his/her
color, denies whatever life experiences he/she has had that is
related to belonging to a different ethnic group, and by extension,
denies his/her true self.
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The terminal results of a race/human relations ~rogram should be
changing behaviors, not attitudes. All race/human relations acti-
vities which are a part of a cohesive, planned sequence should
identify behavioral outcomes.


Race relations, however , must also emphasize "relations." Race
relations needs to be defined as more than a focus on ho'" race
makes us different. Race relations is the same as human relations
except in a racial context and should be viewed as the dynamics
of communication, collaboration and conflict management among racially
diverse people.


3. Provide support services to the race/human relations
effort to enable the facilitators to function more
effectively.


Currently there is no central, annotated file on the wealth of
material available for race/human relations teaching or training,
although the materials dealing directly with race and race relations
are limited. Usage of available material is hampered due to a
variety of reasons such as the lack of annotated listing of multi-
media materials; fragmentation of resource collections, lack
of in-service to teachers on the use of these materials, lack of
awareness of effective race/human relations materials, etc. There
is no way of monitoring which materials are heing used or how often
they are used. A computerized system for tracking usage needs to
be considered. More materials are needed which deal specifically
with race relations and the facilitators need to be provided time
to organize materials they have developed and found effective.


4. In-Service training for all district personnel needs to
be improved and included as paid time.
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There is strong agreement that although much race/human relations
in-service is offered to teachers, not enough teachers choose to
take advantage of it, many resent it and consider the in-service a
waste of time, and many do not perceive the need for it. Teachers
have questioned the need for ten hours of mandated race/human
relations training. Often, the response to challenges to the ten
hours have been to lay the blame on the Court.


The ten hours of in-service takes many forms. The Race/Human
Relations team offers a series of workshops for which individual
teachers may sign up--afternoons, evenings or Saturdays. They do
not receive pay; the credit received advances them toward a higher
pay level. Sometimes an entire staff uses a minimum day after
school, before school or on weekends to have the race/human relations
facilitator team present a workshop to them as a group. Sometimes
the staff chooses to use their minimum days or other time to meet
the ten hour requirement by having a speaker or taking a field trip.
Some. of these experiences lead to further skill, know Ledge or
awareness on the part of the majority of the staff members; some of
them lead to absolutely no growth in any area for anybody.


As with the race/human relations programs for students, the in-service
training for teachers is a series of unrelated workshops or experiences.
It is possible that because there are limited, recognizable outcomes
presently, teacher resentment to the ten hours of mandated in-service
is further heightened. There is a need for sequential, developmental
in-service training based on the specific identified needs of the
staff.
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RESPONSE TO CHARGE 2:


The Learning Centers have improved this year and are generally
providing a quality enrichment program in a desegregated setting.
They cannot be viewed as a permanent desegregation tool.


The Elementary Exchanges monitored this year have been successful.
The success depends on commitment from participating schools and
communities; people, staff, and parents have worked hard and are
continually reworking plans to make improvements.


The Secondary Exchange Programs monitored this year have not been
successful. The Secondary Division is aware of this fact and will
not promot~ exchanges next year. If existing piograms wish to
continue they will be allowed to do 50.


COMMITTEE REPORT ON ELEMENTARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


Due to limitations of monitors, this component of the report is
limited to three of the five Exchange Programs: Boone/Jones,
Freese/Andersen, and Curie/Kennedy.


It can be said from the monitor reports that the new program at
Freese/Andersen and the continuing program.at Boone/Jones are very
positive and it is evident that the administrators and staff go to
extra lengths to include the community in their overall programming.
At the onset of the Freese/Andersen program, the following activities
to include parent participation were initiated: parents were invited
to ride on the bus route their children would travel; a picnic was
held 50 that parents could get together; and steps were taken to assure
necessary health care from each school's nurse or aide. Parent
involvement at Boone/Jones is limited and could be improved.


Presently, the Boone/Joncs students use different reading texts,
but next year they will be on the AGP Program. As pioneers of thc
Elementary Exchange Program, the tcachers are willing and anXlOUS
to share their successes and failures with other schools, but have
not been contacted by many. No studcnts opted out of the Boone/
Jones program nor did any students from Freese. Four students from
Andersen chose not to participate.


Students appear to mix well, both on the playground and during lunch.
One minority parent related that the family had moved out of the
Freese attendanc~ area into the Andersen area because of negative per-
ception about the program at Freese for resident students. Although
reluctant at first to allow her child to participate in the program,
she did agree and later commented as to how delighted she was with
the program.
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There is still limited communication between inter-program teachers
due to the time element and no District-sponsored opportunity ..
Teachers have to use after-school or weekend time for this purpose.


Also, the achievement gap appears to preclude continued momentum
by the more gifted students, but the utilization of enrichment
materials is an effort to help the program. Next year, the expansion
of the AGP Program may reduce the problem.


The Curie/Kennedy Exchange is involved in the AGP Program this year
and arrangements have been made for the over-achieving students to
have additional learning opportunities. Both schools are using the
same instructional materials/programs and now both are on a year-
round schedule.
Student center activities provide sharing opportunities for the
students with continuity maintained by a single counselor sharing
time between the two schools. No students opted out from the
Kennedy Exchange, with only two from Curie (for reasons other than
anti-program).


Parent involvement 1S sought.


Conclusion: It is hoped that a large expansion of the Elementary
Exchange Program will be initiated in the future. This program,
if expanded, can continue to provide meaningful integration experience.


From information in the monitors' report~, we offer the following
recommendations:


1. The District should provide guidelines for health problem/
medication needs of students at receiving schools.


2. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about
the program in schools where there are present or anticipated
Exchange programs.


3. Improve parent participation in Race/Human Relations functions
and multi-cultural components of the program.


4. Standardi ze texts.


5. When possible, limit mixing multi-grade classes and gifted
multi-grade classes because of the achievement span one teacher
must address.


6. Meaningful instruction should be provided for all levels of
achievement, not just focus on one or two.
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COMMITTEE REPORT ON SECONDARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


7. Make provisions at receiving school for special program
students, e.g., ESL, Title 1, etc.


8. On a district-wide basis, provide opportunity for teachers
in Exchange programs to share successes and failures on at
least an annual basis.


This component of the report covers the following Exchange programs:
Madison/Morse; Lincoln/Clairemont/Henry; Point Lorna/San Diego; and
Memorial/Lewis.


At the high school level, this program has been beset with problems
according to monitor reports. It is our perception that the problems
will continue to affect next year's limited Secondary Exchange Program
unless solutions are found.


The number one complaint is late buses. During an interval from
November 17, 1980 to January 30, 1981 bus arrivals and departures at
Madison High School were monitored on 16 separate days. Results show
that 365 minutes were lost due to late buses and that on two days,
substitute buses had to be called into service when the original
buses did not show up. The lost time is a substantial detriment to
the student and forms a very negative perception of the program in
the eyes of parents. Teachers and resident students are also ad-
versely affected when late arrivals interrupt classes already in
seSSlon.


In the LincolnjClairemont/Henry program, students use the same
materials, but in some cases the instruction has to be slowed down
to meet the needs of lower achievers while extra programs sometimes
cut into regular programming time. Teachers have t~ use after-
school time to plan programming and have a real problem when they
need to consult with a student's counselor at another school.


Students in special programs have trouble participating in an
Exchange program due to scheduling diffiCUlties. Overall, very
little interaction takes place and students stay with their home
school friends rather than mix. .


At Point Lorna/San Diego, there are different supplemental texts
relating to the different requirements for students at the two
schoOls. Part of a class activity was to be a trip to Sacramento
to observe the Legislature, partially funded by student fund raising
and supplemented by the District. A monitor's report shows that at
the last minute, the District reneged on its part of the funding and
the class was unable to go. Some administrative (principal) opposition
to the Exchange program has been reported.
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Many San Diego High minority students optcd out of the program
because the instruction level was too difficult. One teac]ler said,
"It was difficult for them to participate academically and socially."
Very little to no effort was made for parent participation. No
established student friendships were observed.
In the Point Lorna/San Diego Exchange program, monitor reports
show that so~e parents were involved in arranging field trips and
as class speakers and resources.
The Memorial/Lewis Exchange program included only 22 students and
suffered from lack of interest and participation.
Teachers communicate in some of the exchange programs, while In others
there is no communication.
Conciusion: In its present form, the Secondary Exchange Program
provides only limited, short-term interaction between students of
different races/ethnic groups. Academically, it is beneficial to the
students enrolled. Due to disappointing re~ults, the Secondary
Exchange Program will be substantially revised for next year.
From information in the monitor's reports, we offer the following
recommendations:
1. Improve interaction among students in the dcsegregation and


resident school programs.
2. Provide guidelines for health problem/medication needs of


students at receiving schools.
3. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about


the program in schools where there are present or anticipated
exchange programs.


4. Improve parent participation In planning and implementation oE
each program.


s. Improve parent participation in Race/Human Relations functions
and multi-cultural components of the program.


6. The District should provide plannillgjimplementation procedural
guidelines for Secondary Exchange Programs that are going to
continue or be initiated.


7. Sufficient numbers of students to provide an integrated setting
should be involved In each program.







'-
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8. Much improvement is needed regarding bus scheduling in order
to preclude the hours of lost time due to late or "no show "
buses. Note: This has been a continuing problem since the
onset of the Secondary Exchange Program with no improvement
shown to date.


9. Standardize course requirements in Secondary Exchange programs
that will continue or be initiated in the future.


10. The District should monitor Secondary -Exchange enrichment acti-
vities offered in some courses at recruitment time to see that
there is follow-through of these activities.


11. Longer period of time needed at the secondary level. Three
periods are not sufficient to achieve meaningful integration.


12. Provision should be made for teachers to consult each other,
and counselors at another school when the need arises.


COMMITTEE REPORT ON LEARNING CENTERS
Centers monitored: Grant, Stockton, Carver and Freese.
This program provides excellent enrichment for those students
participating. One administrator feels that students who are
scheduled to enter an Exchange progrnm might benefit from experien-
cing a Learning Center Program for at least one year. "It would be
like teaching children to swim. They are prepared for the experience.
They are not just thrown into the water to sink or swim."
Cause for concein has been the lack of interaction among the
Learning Center and resident students. At some schools, this problem
has been resolved by the structured mixing on the pla;ground.
Some teachers still exhibit prejudice for minority students. To
cite one monitor's report, "I believe the teachers must be made
aware of their subtle ethnic putdowns. If I noticed them in my
visits to the classes, I'm sure the children do also."
Learning Center Counselors and Community Aides work hard on planning
activities to entice feeder school parents to the Centers, but few
parents participate. Only when their children are performing do
they attend.
Parents express polarized feelings about the program. Some think
it a positive experience, other exhibit negative feelings.
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Conclusion: It is our conclusion that the phasing out of the Learning
Center Program in favor of the Elementary Instructional Exchange
Program will better serve integration in the District.


If some of the Learning Centers are maintained, we offer the following
recommendations:


1. Eliminate the prejudice for minority students exhibited by
some of the teachers.


2. Improve interaction among Learning Center and resident students.


3. Provide District guidelines for health problem/medication needs
of students at receiving schools.


4. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about
the program in schools where there are desegregation programs.


5. Continue to try to improve parent participation.
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RESPONSE TO CHARGE 3:


The Task Force has not directly participated in the expansion of
Elementary Exchange. The Task Force did assist the District in
this area by encouraging local television stations to produce
programs highlighting the positive aspects of the minority isolated
schools. These efforts must continue.


RESPONSE TO CHARGE 4:


From all reports, a serious attempt to reduce distractions in the
classroom has been in effect.


RESPONSE TO CHARGE 5:
The Oral Language Instruction Program is functioning and the Task
Force supports the effort to encourage students to understand
standard spoken English. The program should remain as a "program"
only until the necessary remediation has occurred; otherwise, the
Task Force assumes instruction in correct English is basic to
educating students.


COMMITTEE REPORT ON ORAL COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION PROGRAM


In the Charges issued to the Integrati6n Task Force by Judge Welsh,
was one concerning the Oral Communication Instruction Program.
Specifically, the Charge was, "monitor classroom activity to deter-
mine whether there is instruction in oral communication ~nd of what
such instruction consists."


To comply with the Judge's Charge, contact was first made at the
Educational Center, then later at a number of elementary and secondary
schools. The intent of this report is to provide a brief summary of
what was told to the Task Force member, what was observed, and a
few personal reflections.


At the Educational Center, Mary A. Barr, Curriculum Consultant
for the Oral and Written Communication Instruction Program, and two
colleagues, Gail Guth and Louise Pruett, were generous with their
time in explaining the development of the program and the manner in
which it is offered to all schools.


The program began in 1977 and since has been updated on a regular
basis. The task of creating and packaging the instructional
materials and guides for the school system is the responsibility of
specialists at the Educational Center. The direct responsibility for
initiating and maintaining an oral and written communication program


-------------------------------------------------
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In every school rests directly with the individual school Principal.
In secondary schools, the chain of responsibility then extends to
a designated Vice Principal.


Each school is asked to appoint a key teacher to represent the
school in planning sessions critical to the program's development
and conduct. All key teachers are responsible for'the following:


1. Assistance to the Principal .or Vice Principal in the design
and coordination of inservice for site staff in oral communication
training.


2. Attendance at four open forums and four regular workshop
meetings.


3. Use of recommended teaching and assessment practices.


4. Voluntary attendance at District inservice classes in specific
oral communication activities.


5. Evaluatiori of and recommendations for the Oral Communication
Instruction Program.


Each school is responsible for the development of its own site plan.
In every site plan there is supposed to be a measurable component
that will allow for evaluation. The plans are to be designed to
help all stud6nts, K through 12, control and expand their oral
language skills--both speaking and listening.


The starting point for the District's Oral Communication Instruction
Program is the recognition and acceptance of certain given conditions,
namely that the schools will receive students from homes, backgrounds,
cultures and social circles that will vary in nearly every respect.
Some of the variances will be reflected in speech patterns that
differ greatly from the speech of the wider community. Since the
students engage in many more hours of oral communications outside of
school hours than they do in their classrooms, the speech patterns
they have developed with their friends and families will be rein-
forced on a continual basis and may not be easily altered.


Accepting those premises, the program aims at getting students to
recognize that there are two different approaches that may be used In
oral expression. One is standard or formal English, and the other
is nonstandard, or informal, or natural English. All efforts are
directed at pre~aring students to recognize instances and situations
(viz job interviews, public presentations, business discussions, etc.)
where stalldard English is more effective and, to that end, to develop
student proficiency in using standard language.
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At the same time, the rejection of natDral language or dialects
is avoided in classroom conversations because it is believed that
such rejection would be regarded by some as a rejection of the
students' homes, backgrounds, friends, or a denial of their home
culture. The program is targeted at helping the students develop
their abilities to recognize the difference between standard and
nonstandard English, and to use standard English to serve their
social, educational and career needs in the broader world.
To complete the definition of the program, it should be noted that
the Educational Center staff does not believe that a successful
oral communication program can be one that treats it as a separate
subject that has an entire school period devoted to it alone.
Instead, they view it as an element to be woven into or overlayed onto
all or most other subjects.
In witnessing Oral Communications classes being conducted, visits
were m'ad e to Angier Elementary School, Baker Elementary School,
Standley Junior High School, and Lincoln Iligh School. Additionally,
several hours were spent with a Junior High School Principal who
has been personally involved in the pr6gram at several levels, The
bases for the school selections were that they varied widely in
ethnic mix and all covered key teachers reputed to be responsible
for very successful ongoing programs.
Angier Elementary School, in Serra Mesa, has a 61.9% white student
enrollment, with the remainder representing many ethnic groups. The
majority of the students are from enlisted rank military families.
The class visited was a 28 student first grade, of mixed races.
The teacher's efforts were directed at getting the students to
express themselves fully, in complete statements. using standard
English. A number of different aids were utilized including
pictorial cards,'felt boards, and simple voice recording and
playback machine, The latter device is tIle most popular among the
stDdents and is used in conjunction with poloroid type snapsllotS.
A student will view a snapshot and describe what he or she sees.
The voice sound is recorded on a strip of magnetic tape that then
is affixed to the bottom of the snapshot. The taped snapshot then 1S
placed in a track on the recorder which plays back the student's
voice so the oral description may be heard aloud.
The teacher reported that the popularity of the recording device
has such a strong, popular appeal among the students that it has
produced a very noticeable expansion of her students' communicating
abilities. While all the tapes heard contained standard English,
both the teacher and the principal report6d that tIle mix of races
results in nonstandard English being used on the playground. Their
game plan is to train their students to use language appl"opriate to
the situation.







"I have a right to be myself in this room. This means that no one
will treat me unfairly because I am black, brown or white, fat or
thin, taIlor short, boyar girl.
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Baker Elementary School, Southeast San Diego, is 10.3% white, with
a student population that predominantly is black. The class
visited was 28 sixth graders who obviously enjoy the opportunity
to express their thoughts to the group.


The key elements in the success of this class are that everyone
is called upon to express himself and all are guaranteed the right
to be heard. The secret to making those elements possible are an
amazingly high level of control over the class by the teacher. She
not only has caused the class to speak in formal terms, but she also
has taught them to conduct themselves in what can only be described
as a formal manner.
In complete contrast to the first grade class described earlier,
who are in the beginning stage of being exposed to group activity
and group communication, these sixth graders are independent and
wordly in many ways. To their great advantage, this particular
teach e'r has found way s to capture their attention and respect,
and to direct their abilities and energies. The spirit that per-
vaded the classroom can be best conveyed by the inclusion here of
the group statement that the class recites en masse, standing,
at the opening of the class period, titled, "Our Creed." It says:


"I have a right to hear and be heard in this room, this means that
no one will yell, scream, shout or make loud noises.


"I have a right to learn about myself in this room. This means
that I will be free to express my feelings and opinions without
being interrupted or punished.


"I am Somebody


I am Ten Feet Tall


I am Loved."


All emphasis in this class is placed on use o[ standard English,
which the students utilize very well. Even in describing verbally
their recent out oE school experiences, which ranged [rom visiting a
circus to witnessing in a nearby park an argument over drugs that
culminated in a man being shot, standard English was used throughout
the hour. It was interesting to note that the students' manner of
expression seemed very natural for them, ~hich is to say not the
least bit stilted.







Both the teacher and the principal reported that Baker Elementary
School has been engaged in an Oral Communication Instruction Program
for about four years.
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At Standley Junior High School, University City, which has a 77.2%
white student population, a combination seventh and eighth grade
class wa s visited. The particular session w i tnesse'd was targeted
a~ differentiating between standard and nonstandard English (in this
class the terms "formal" and "informal" were used) and some exposure
to ethnic nonstandard language.


It was noticeable that the nonstandard English used by the class itself
consisted mainly of contractions of \Vords and some slang terms, which
was a strong contrast to the nonstandard langua~e heard at Baker
Elementary and Lincoln High School. Despite that fact, \Vhich they
acknOWledged, the teacher and the principal stated their belief that
they are faced with a challenge from nonstandard English. They
accept its use when appropriate, but stress the need for emphasizing
the knOWledge of standard English.


At Lincoln High School, Southeast San Diego, with 0.3% white
student population, a ninth grade class of accelerated students
was visited. The class is reading Beowulf and discussing it.


The session opened with a discussion of th~ chapter that had been
assigned for outside reading. The teacher lead the conversation
in an exercise in which the students provided modern synonyms and
phrases as substitutes for words in their reading text. The
exercise seemed to be somewhat of a drill in the interchange ability
of standard and natural English. During the discussion the students
would utilize standard English in a textbook manner when quoting
the author, then immediately express their own feelings in natural
English that'much of the time included the use of double negatives
in their sentences.


In discussing that obvious ambidextriousness \Vith the teacher, she
opined that the optimum she may be able to look toward is creating
among her students a solid acquaintanceship with standard English
and their recognition of instances when it can be used to their best
advantage. It seemed abundantly evident that she has been quite
successful in moving her students in that direction.


From the foregoing, it goes without saying that the school system
has an Oral Communication Instruction Program and that it is
functioning. The question that is begged, of course, will concern
ho\V \VeIl it is functioning. Like so many other things we have
considered as a Task Force, that is a matter for conjecture.







In looking back at all that was seen and heard, the recurring
thought that seems to dominate all aspects of the matter concerns
the level 6f importance placed upon Oral Commun~cation by the school
system.
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It should be made obvious that the Task Force member who was
the observer is not qualified to offer expert opinions in the
field of Oral Communication. Also apparent, is the fact that the
limited experience offered by the auditing of four schools can in
no way provide an accurate overview of what is taking place in
Oral Communication activities over the entire system. But, after
offering those caveats, 1 must say that my involvemdnt, no matter
how limited, did cause me to ponder the situation at some length.
Regretfully, the results seem to be in the form of questions rather
than answers.


Everyone interviewed agreed that Oral Communication is among the
most basic of all abilities needed to achieve any level of success
in today's world. Yet evidence of a high priority for the program
wasn't observed. After the program was created in what appears to
be an effective and attractive manner, the responsibility faY its
implementation then was directed to the school principals. While
none of the principals interviewed exhibited anything less than
total support for the program, there is the. nagging notion that
the same could be said for their reaction to a long list of subjects,
i.e., safety, attendance, AGP, etc. In fairness to the principals,
the questicn is how much time and effort they can and do devote
to Oral Communication. The program calls for each principal to
fill out and submit to the Educational Center a standard form that
would serve to evaluate their program. None of the principals
spoken to could readily recall filling out such a form. In summary,
it seems reasonable to assume that until top management of the School
System prioritizes the individual responsibilities of the princpals,
and gives greater emphasis to this particular program, Oral Communi-
cation instruction will proceed at its existing pace.


As to how the program now is proceeding, it will be recalled that
the game plan is for a key teacher in each school to participate in
the Educational Center activities, then go back home to develop
a site program that can be implemented by the school. It is difficult
to fault the theory of that approach, but it seems equally difficult
to find much evidence that it is overly successful. Each of the key
teachers interviewed reported very limited success in getting other
teachers to participate to any marked extent. The reasons for that
condition, if in fact it does exist, were not explored, Certainly
the teacJ\ers in the four classes visited were outstanding and
exactly what one would specify in designing such a program. Those
same four teachers, however, indicated that few of their colleagues
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shared their enthusiasm and dedication for the program. If that
interpretation of their thoughts is accurate, then there isn't
much more to be reported here other than that a program does exist
and it is being conducted, to an extent that remains unknown.


Returning.to several of the basic premises of the program, that
nonstandard English will be used and that it may become more indelibly
etched into students with the passage of time, the thought occurs that
perhaps more emphasis should be placed on oral communication in the
elementary grades. Acknowledging that there is a finite amount of
funding and effort available for anyone subject area, would the
bigger bang for the buck theory apply if a more total effort was
made in the early grades to install proper groundwork. Conversely,
then less effort would be applied in the secondary levels. While
such an approach would concede that secondary students for the next
several years would be without the program, it isn't known if
anyone now knows how much value is being realized at that level from
present efforts.


In closing, one question encountered while doing this study
concerned the impact that the Achievement Goals Program will have
on Oral Communication. The fear was expressed that the AGP might
result in such a tightly structured and scheduled school day that the
Oral Communication Program, where it is effectively pursued now,
would be faced with time constraints that· would greatly reduce its
effectiveness. That question is one that should be addressed and
answered clearly.
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RESPONSE TO CHARGE 6:
We have only received a report of one instance where classrooms
were re-segregated in a majority magnet school. The ITF did
not devote any time to this charge and therefore have no
further information.


RESPONSE TO CHARGE 7:
Aspects of the District's Integration Plan reviewed were:


A. Career Centers
B. Magnet Schools
C. LES!NES Children
D. VEEP


CO:VIMITTEEREPORT ON CAREER CENTERS


Career Centers are programs in high schools which provide quality
educational experiences and should be encouraged and expanded.
Career Centers were not originally planned as integration tools and
should not be treated as such.


Review of Career Center Program


Lincoln and Morse High Schools have Career Center programs. For
these two minority isolated schools, it was hoped that the Career
Center would function much like a magnet program, attracting
majority students to a special career-oriented curriculum not
available at other schools in the district.


Career Centers were not originally developed as an integration tool.
The program complemented the Regional Occupational Program, providing
additional specialized instruction in specific career areas.


At Lincoln High School the program focuses on medicine and health.
Career opportunities as a biomedical aide, emergency medical techni-
cian, nursing assistant and other health care occupations are featured
in the curriculum.


The Morse High School program is known as the Center for Urban Studies,
emphasizing law enforcement, government and social services. The
program was unofficially modified in the fall semester 1980 to include
an aviation and aerospac~ curriculum.
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Both the Lincoln and Morse programs offer on-the-job experience
and internships, providing students with practical experience
related to their chosen career goals. It appears that both Career
Centers have developed good community support, including impressive
lists of advisors in the health care and aerospace industries.


Goals Attainment


In the 1980~81 Desegregation Plan the Career Centers had as a
general goal a student mix of 60 percent majority and 40 percent
minority.


The Career Center goals were formally expressed as follows:


Minority ivlajority Total


Morse ,70 130 200
Lincoln 75 75 150


TOTAL 145 205 350
% 41% 59%


As of the first quarter of 1981, the results for enrollment and ethnic
balance goals were as follows:


Minority Majority Total


Morse 114 55 169
Lincoln 107 49 156


TOTAL 221 104 325
% 68% 32%


The program's performance to date has been the opposite of established
goals. Only 32 percent majority students are in the program versus
a goal of approximately 60 percent. Also, it should be noted that
44 of 55 majority students in the Morse program are resident students.
Only about 100 majority students, approximately 3 percent of Morse
and Lincoln minority student population, are actually contributing
to overall .integration efforts.


Career Centers As An Integration Tool


The Career Center Program does not appear to be an efficient or
effective integration tool. Relatively few majority students (104
students, of which 60 are non-resident students) have been attracted
to the program at either Lincoln or Morse' fligh Schools. It also
appears that the Career Center student has little opportunity to
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become involveJ with the overall student population. Career
Center classrooms are generally isolated or separated from other
school facilities. The curriculum is typically divided into 2-hour
or 4-hour blocks. In order to meet bus schedules the student's
on-site non-classroom time is minimal.


Career Center Staff/Faci-lities


The administrators and teachers within the Career Center Program
appear highly motivated and dedicated to e~panding and improving
the program. There is very little doubt that students participating
in the various career programs are well-served.


Career Center facilities at Lincoln are being substantially improved.
The curriculum is being expanded to include careers beyond entry
level health care positions. The developing aerospace program at
Morse is currently using inadequate facilities. Larger, shop-type
facilities are required, but probably not affordable or feasible
within the near term.


Major Problems


The recruitment of majority students IS a major problem. Counselors
and teachers in majority schools are reportedly uncooperative in
assisting with recruitment efforts. Both high schools indicated
massive and time consuming efforts to reach majority students, with
minimal results. It generally takes meetings with 250 students to
recruit one for the program.


The public image of both Lincoln and Morse also impacts recruitment.
Even when students are interested in a Career Center program, parents
are often reluc~ant to allow them to participate. While the negative
opinion of these schools is uniustified at this time, it has been
a deterrent to program growth.-


Also, minority non-resident students are effectively precluded
from participatIng In the Career Center Program. In order for these
students to participate, two majority students must be recruited.
Because of the difficulty in attracting majority stuJents to these
high schools this procedure seems an unfair restriction on minority
students that could probably benefit greatly from the program.
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CO"~ITTEE REPORT ON MAGNET SCHOOLS


Twelve magnet programs are located at minority isolated sites. Four
of these (three elementary and one secondary) are very successful
in almost every respect. The other eight, for a variety of reasons,
have been unsuccessful or have had an extremely minimal impact on
pure desegregation numbers and even less on true integration numbers.


Du~ to limitations of space, time and personnel this report is
largely limited to magnet programs in court designated minority
schools.
Six dedicated monitors under the leadership of Chairman Carlton B.
Schroeder,Jr., spent well in excess of 300 on-site hours during the
1980-81 school year monitoring magnet programs at various secondary
and elementary schools. As indicated above their time was predomin-
antly spent at court designated minority isolated schools. The
monitors' summary of their conclusions follows:


Report from Magnet Monitors:


1. At the elementary school level, total school magnets, not
magnet programs within a school, provide a much better system
for producing quality integrated educational programs.


2. Geographical location including attractiveness of site and
the appearance of the physical plant are very important
to the success or failure of a magnet program.


3. To develop and maintain a quality magnet, it is necessary
to have a total effort by the whole school staff. It is
also important to have parent involvement and commitment
within the magnet. There must also be an ongoing program
for recruiting new students at all levels of the magnet
program and this program must be totally honest in explaining
all options available to the student.


4. Continuation of the individual magnet program from
elementary to secondary is essential to the maintenance
of the whole program.


5. The quality of education can be as high or higher 1n the
magnet schools as in any other schools.


6. Early and complete planning by the District will enable
the school (magnet) to function better.
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In general, the Task Force agrees with the monitors' six points
although it would further face reality and stress point 5 by
changing it to read as follows: .


5. The quality of education must be at least as high or
preferably far higher in tile magnet programs if they are
to have any chance of attracting substantial numbers of
majority students to minority isolated schools or even
to schools that are no longer minority isolated but have
been until recently.


Magnet programs are born with problems in the San Diego program.
On the one hand they must provide a specialized quality education
program that is not available in the neighborhood schools and this
program has to be attractive enough and well enough merchandised so
that it will entice students to enroll in it notwithstanding some
inconvenience to children and their parents. On the other hand the
magne~ program has to be physically located so and hedged in with
restrictions as to who may attend that it at least improves the
desegregation numbers to say nothing about improving the true
integration numbers and attitudes which should be the true goal.
Structuring magnet programs to achieve both of these sometimes
conflicting and sometimes incompatible objectives is difficult at
best. Programs that succeed in spite of these inherent handicaps
are beautiful to behold.


Prime examples of such successful programs that appear to be truly
contributing to quality education and some true integration at
minority isolated sites are Fulton, Johnson, Valencia Park and
Webster at the elementary level, Gompers at the secondary level.
The School of Performing Arts which cuts across elementary
and secandary lines has been very successful under adverse
circumstances while sharing a campus with Roosevelt. It will for
the 1980-81 school year have a home of its own as a total site
magnet at O'Farrell Jr. High, a minority isolated site. This
is ·the result of a courageous decision by the School Board in the
face of some neighborhood opposition and it will be interesting to
see how the program will fare and how the waiting list will hold
up now that the supporters and proponents of the Performing Arts
Magnet have been given mosX, if not all of what they said they
needed to make an outstandingly successful program. This program
is the closest thing to a true magnet in the old pre-integration
magnet sense that this district has.


These successful magnet programs have made a real contribution but
it is our opinion that it is highly unlikely that magnet programs,
as such, on a voluntary basis can every sJcceed alone in truly
integrating all the other minority isolated sites that now have
no real magnet or integration program.
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Additional magnet programs may be able, with careful planning
and staffing and lots of effort, to effect a change in some of
these schools in several years I time. The Chollas Totar-5"chool
Math-Science Magnet planned by the Board for the 1980-81 school
year could turn Chollas around. A similar program at Encanto
(a tipping but not a minority isolated site) has been a resounding
success.


This conclusion seems to be supported by the fact that in the
fourth or fifth year of the present integration plan magnet programs
in court-designated minority isolated schools were projected by the
school administration to enroll only about 1850 majority students
and in this school year actually enrolled only about 1450 for a
short fall of over 20% or 400 students.


Some notes of caution about even this modest progress must be
mentioned however:


1. There was in the 1980-81 school year an unexplained
20% downturn in majority enrollment at Valencia Park.


2. Fulton and Webster tend to draw an exceptionally large
percent of their majority enrollment from just a couple of
schools. If the reasons for this were corrected at the
sending schools it could have a very adverse effect. on'the
ethnic balance at Fulton and Webster.


3. Webster and Johnson both base their appeal to majority
students on fundamental basic education and discipline.
As stress on fundamentals, discipline and basic education
returns to more and more schools through the spread of AGP
and other bisic programs the incentive for the parents of
majority students is lessened and this could have an adverse
effect on ethnic balance at Webster and Johnson.


4. The "standards/screening/dumping ground" problem for magnet
programs mentioned in the Task Force report of June 7, 1979,
still remains largely unresolved. The overall conclusions
and comments of that report still seem in general remarkably
valid today, two years later.


A capsulized report on ten of the magnet programs in minority
isolated schools is attached.
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FULTON (Academics and Athletics)
Comments;. Ex cept i onaI PrInCIpal and staff; Good plant and


extended day program.
JOHNSON (Academic Academy)
Comments: Very good community involvement and basic educ~tion,


time on task program.
WEBSTER (Fundamental School)
Comments": Very good staff and strong parent and community support.
VALENCIA PARK (SDSU University Lab)
Comments: Good plant and locatIon, SDSU Lab, 20% reduction from


last year in majority enrollment.
BAKER (University Lab)
Comments: Very poor geographical location.
EMERSON (Fundamental School)
Comments: Poor geographIcal location. Transitional lab program.
HORTON (Intercultural Language)
School WIthIn a school
Comments: K-3 magnet, hard to make program work. Slight impact


on total school.


-c


KNOX (Intercultural Language)
School WIthIn a school.
Comments: French magnet is not a strong magnet. Slight impact


on total school.
LOWELL (Bilingual)
Comments: Very poor geographical location and poor physical plant.
SHERMAN (Individualized Instruction)
School WIthIn a school
Comments: 4-6 magnet, Benchley extension.


school and ~agnet can make only
enrollment.


This is a very large
a slight impact on
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COI<MITIEEREPORT ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION FOR THE LUUTED ENGLISH
SPEAKING AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING (LcS/NES CHILD)


As an element of Charge 7, the LES/NES Committee chose to focus
its attention on the District Bilingual Program and its impact
on the more than 2,500 LES/NES students. The Com~ittee concluded
that:


1. There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the
Bilingual Program by District administrators.


2. There is a lack of consistency of instruction both intra-
and inter-schaal.


A variety of social indicators point toward an alarming number of
Hispanic students·who are dropping out of school as eatly as .the
ninth grade. A large portion of these "dropouts" are from
limited or non-English speaking background. Since the school
years are crucial in developing and maintaining a youth's commit-
ment to a productive and socially useful life, and with the
Hispanic population of 19,750 (18% of total District population)
and Asian population of 12,254 (11% of total population), it was
this Committee's task to determine how the educational system
served them. Due t o i t.he Committee's limited time available for
researching and analyzing all the educational programs available
to these students, and the lack of monitors, the Committee's report
will focus on the investigation of the effectiveness of the Bilingual
Program.


To study the integration of children, the Task Force needs to insure
that necessary and appropriate programs are available to teach all
students in an equitable manner. The District was unable to suPPTy
the Committee with statistics to determine what schools the LES/NES
students were transported to, and if these schools had the appro-
priate program to serve them. The Committee saw a serious flaw in
the program when the District was unable to furnish the information
as to where the students were bussed or if the schools had a program
to serve the LES/NES students. In addition, this Committee had
problems even obtaining statistics about the LES/NES children. As
of March 1981 there are 5,494 Hispanic and 3,696 Indochinese,
649 Other, a total of 9,840 LES/NES children in the District.


This Committee held a series of meetings with over forty individuals
from: the Ilispanic community, principals, teachers, instructional
aides and educators from both the University of California, San Diego,
and San Diego State University. (Names of schools and individuals
who provided information are confidential and will be given to the
Judge upon request.)







The Bilingual Program had many areas that this Committee felt
should be addressed. However, because of the aforementioned
restrictions of both time and resources, we limited the scope of
our investigation to the following areas:
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I. District Administrative Support


There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the
Bilingual Program by the D.istric~ministrators (i.e.,
the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent and princi-
pals). This lack of support was perhaps best evidenced
by many teachers' perceptions that the District was not in
support of the program. This perception was communicated
to the Committee at every school visited and from other
District teachers interviewed. There was also a feeling
that Assistant Superintendents did not encourage monitoring
of the program. Another concern expressed was that, at a time
when teacher/pupil contact is being stressed, instructional aides
are being given full responsibility for the English as a
Second Language (ESL) Program. While we recognize the impor-
tance of the aide in the classroom, we question why something
as important as ESL is not a teacher responsibility. A lack
of auxiliary materials in the Media Center for use in ESL
was expressed time and time again. Teachers also did not
feel that proper training was being ~rovided. In.fact,
many expressed frustration because there was a lack of materials
available to teach Science and absolutely no training on
how to teach it with the material that they themselves had to
research. It was also expressed that principals rarely made
an effort to educate teachers that were not participating in
the Bilingual Program regarding the value of the program.
Consequently, those teachers participating in the program
were often ostracized, criticized, and were subjected to
unwelcome and often hostile remarks. Many of the teachers
interviewed felt that they were not assisted or rewarded
for the extra effort required for them to translate materials.
Many of them expressed anxiety at the lack of direction provided
by the Central Bilingual Office (CBO). .


The Commlttee investigated the reasons for the minimal direction
given by CBO. We found the administrative structure was such
that this office is responsible for developing the program
and the Assistant Superintendents of elementary and secondary
education are responsible for its implementation. CBO is
unable to hold these Assistant Superintendents accountable for
the program. There appeared to be limited authority given to
the Assistant Superintendent who is responsible for the program.







The coordinator of DBa, on the other hand, could well be in
a "Catch 22" situation; however , many teachers' and principals'
comments would not reflect that assumption. Their comments
expressed lack of commitment from both the Assistant
Superintendent and Coordinator.
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II. Consistency, Standardization and Continuity


The ~hole premise of the Bilingual Program is to give 1n-
struction in one's native tongue to ensure mastery of one's
primary language, which in turn will provide a sound basis
for developing the capability of mastering other languages.
The underlying theoretical assumption is that basic skills
learned in a primary language can be used to acquire fluency
in additional languages. This concept is used allover the
world and has been highly successful. However, in our moni-
toring we found that many children had not mastered any
language even though they had been in the program forseveral
years. This situation clearly indicates a lack of support
from administrators who are certainly aware of the high
percentage of LES/NES children present in the District.


J There is a definite lack of consistency of instruction within
the school and from school to school. Example of such
inconsistency follows:


A. Teachers are allowed to use different book series.
(In one instance a second grade teacher used SCDC series
and the third grade teacher in same school used Santillana
series. The child in second grade is not prepared for the
Santillana series in third grade.)


B. The process used to transition children into all-English
programs from the Bilingual Program varied from school to
school though it is our understanding that there are
District criteria. The Tarjeta Descriptiva is to be used
as a guideline for determ1n1ng the level at which a
child should be functional in his primary language to
transition to English, many schools merely tested the
child (CTBS), took the test scores, and never evaluated
whether or not the child's exposure to the English
language had been sufficient to allow for a successful
transition. There are many other factors that should be .
taken into consideration in addition to test scores (i.e.,
English oral langauge and primary language reading, as
well as basic skills which include Math, Social Studies,
Science, vocabulary/abstract concepts, etc.). There
appeared to be limited materials for teaching the afore-
mentioned subjects and teachers complained that they had
to obtain it themselves Wllich means that these subjects are
taught with no continuity from classroom to classroom.







•
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C. There is a standardized test in Spanish designed to
measure the effectiveness of the program, but it is .not
consistently used througbout the District.


D. There are State laws requiring that subjects such as
Reading and Math be taught for a minimum amount of time
per day. However, the District does not require the
Bilingual Program to follow these mandates. The time
for reading varies from school to school.


E. The Bilingual Program does not have a built-in mechanism
to monitor its effectiveness and/or continuity.


F. State law mandates that parents of LES/NESchildren are
allowed to witlldraw their children from participating in
the Bilingual Program. This Jaw also stipulates that
whenever the pupil is waived from the program, the child
must receive an individualized learning plan that encom-
passes all the requlrements ot the 8lllnguaI Program from
which the child was withdrawn. With that type oE regulation,
one would then be concerned at the 392 waivers at Sherman
Elementary. It would seem almost an impossibility to service
392 children individually effectively with the number of
teachers staffed at that school. This needs to be further
investigated since the way the program is explained, in-
fluences the number of waivers obtained.


In summary, this Committee found there was a definite lack of consis-
tency of instruction. The cause and effect of this problem is
magnified by having an extremely high transitory student population
(which in many schools is as high as 50%). These students move and
enroll .in another school within the District and are then exposed
to a different level of instruction.


The situation is further complicated by the fact that there is even
less continuity from elementary to junior high and high school.
Moreover, this lack of instructional continuity occurs within
the schools. The effectiveness of sequence of instruction raised
many serious questions. Each teacher we contacted had altered the
sequence somewhat and all questioned the level at which a child
transitions successfulry-to English. In interviewing teachers, it
became very apparent that they received minimal training and that
this further complicated their roles in attempting to achieve a
consistent manner of instruction. Teachers need formulation of
criteria for employing instructional aides to assist them in the
Bilingual Program. However, teachers rely heavily on instructional
aides and it is this Committee's concern that, because there are
no guidelines or training for these aides, there is no assurance
or consistency of the primary language being spoken for instruction.


L







III. Bilingual Program for Indochinese Children


The report on the quality of education for limited and
non-English speaking South East Asian students is based
primarily on the report of the Board of Education integra-
tion analyst, Dr. John McLevie and Indochinese community
representatives.
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Role models are needed that can properly assist the teachers and the
aides often have poor diction and/or a limited vocabulary. This
Committee believes this situation has created a serious problem
because aides are frequently used to teach ESL.


Since 1975, the number of Indochinese students in the
San Diego Unified School District has increased steadily.
During the last two years, the numbers have increased
dramatically. There are currently 3,696 limited and non-
English speaking Indochinese students. The fact that
these Indochinese LES/NES students ~peak five different
languages has compounded the problem of providing quality
bilingual programming for these children. The greatest need
is the lack of bilingual teachers and teachers' aides.
There are only 17 Indochinese teachers and 78 aides, not'
all of whom are ·bilingual. Other problems include the lack
of teaching materials in the primari languages, the lack of
teachers knowledgeable about the cultural backgrounds of
these students, and the lack of communication between the
schools and the Indochinese parents. For a more in-depth
analysis of the problem, please refer to Dr. McLevie's
report of March 24, 1981, to the Board.


IV. Spanish AGP


This issue of Spanish AGP was best described by two Integration
Analysts, John McLevie and Tom Nagle. A report was submitted
by them to the Board of Education, which for the most part
accurately reflects the findings of the Committee. It is the
feeling of this Committee that most. of the recommendations
from the Integration Analysts are sound and should be implemented
immediately. It should be noted that the District was negli-
gent in its preparation of said program and that only part-time
resources were sought to put the program in place. Because of
the piecemeal approach the program is not adequately put
together and it needs extensive work to be as effective as the
AGP in English.
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V. Conclusion
Attachment A is the Questionnaire the Committee used to
obtain its information. Because the Bilingual Program has
been given minimal support since its inception, this
Committee believes that the responsibility for this program
should be at the highest administrative level so that the
program receives appropriate attention. This would also
assure that principals and teachers see it as a District
program with specific consequences·'for improper management.


The Committee was able to observe a school which had an
excellent Bilingual Program. We found it to be encouraging
and enlightening to recognize what strides can be achieved
when a principal makes a true commitment. It reinforced
our belief that Bilingual education can be successful.
However, it also left us' with bewilderment as to why other
schools did not have a quality program.


We would like to thank the teachers/instructional aides,
principals, the Hispanic community and parents for assisting
us in gathering information. We only hope that we have
explained comprehensively and accurately those issues that
we were able to address. It is our hope that the Integration
Task Force will continue to monitor this program in areas such
as:


,)


WaiverS/Parent Education
DISTAR and the LES/NES Child
Additional Educational Services (Health, Special Education)
Media Center/Spanish and Indochinese Materials
Staff to Meet Needs of Growing Population of LES/NES


Children .
Spanish AGP


)


VI. Recommendations


A. Recommendations for Spanish Bilingual Program


1. The Board needs to give the Bilingual Program high
priority. The program must be placed in the super-
vision of the Deputy Superintendent (Patrick) so
that both primary and secondary Assistant Superin-
tendents will be accountable for the program.


2. Developing first language curriculum needs to be
integrated into the regular school curriculum. This
guarantees easy transitioll into all subjects.
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3. The District should have ongoing study of Bilingual
education through careful evaluation procedures.
They should seek to become involved with universities
and other agencies that research the subject so they
may have current teaching techniques and curriculum.


4. Assemble the Spanish language AGP materials and procure
the services of instruction'al development experts to
train teachers. Request consultants or experts in
the Bilingual field to review the continuum and curri-
culum and recommend any necessary restructuring or
development of new materials.


5. Because of improper planning to develop the Spanish AGP,
it is recommended that the program be implemented next
fall after an inservice training for teachers, resource
teachers, and prlnclpals and top level District adminis-
trators.


6. Add Bilingual AGP resource teachers to the present
cadre of AGP resource teachers. Add trained and quali-
fied Bilingual substitute teachers. Monitor the res-
ponse system for providing support to teachers in the
field.


7. Institute a rigorous plan for evaluation and
monitoring of the program. This would include esta-
blishing a District Citizen's Advisory Committee for
the Bilingual Spanish Program. This Committee would
assist in evaluating the program's effectiveness and
would meet with the Deputy Superintendent so that
those recommendations can be implemented. Said
Committee should be in place by Fall.


B. Recommendations for Indochinese Bilingual Program


In general, we support the recommendations of Dr. McLevie
but we would like to highlight the following:


1, Institute a full bilingual program for South East
Asian LES!NES students. In recent months, there
has been growing criticism of bilingual programs
for LES!NES students. Unless one is aware of the
theoretical base of bilingual education and can
understand the importance and validity of such an
approach, it is difficult to explain to parents or
lay people the relative merits of bilingual education.
There is a tendency to substitute English as a Second
Language as the pr~ferred approach because of ecollomic
and staffing reasons.







2. Provide bilingual teachers' aides immediately who
speak the appropriate language at a ratio in
conformance with the Lau standards. Provide full-
time employment in order to reduce turnover and
loss of trained personnel.


3. Obtain credentialing waivers for a limited time in
order to meet the great demand for bilingual teachers
in the classroom.
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4. Provide bilingual Indochinese resource teachers and
develop teaching materials in the primary language.


S. Maintain close communication with the community.







COMMITTEE REPORT ON THE VOLUNTARY ETHN IC ENROLLMENT PROGRAM
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The conclusions of the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program
Evaluation points to a fundamental problem with the program's
concept. Both VEEP students and their parents say that their
primary reason for enrolling in the program is for a better
education. That, of course, is a laudable goal and both the
students and their parents are to be admired and commended for
their commitment to quality education. T~e problem, however,
is that by so enrolling (and this is identified in'the evalua-
tion as well) both groups know that the education in their neighbor-
hood schools is not as good as the education that is available
elsewhere in the system.


As most parents and students continue to feel that VEEP is
worthwhile, the program should be continued for the near term
but if the district provides a level of education and proper
academic environment at the sending schools, VEEP will whither
away. As evidenced by the remarks of the students who made the
decision not to continue in the program, busing is a major
inconvenience.


This committee is aware that there have been continuing complaints
about the VEEP buses for several years. This problem has resur-
faced as the number one complaint about the VEEP program as re-
flected in the responses to our attached study. If the VEEP
program is to grow, the performance of the buses must be improved.


The Integration Task Force recommends that the district administration
be instructed to remedy these difficulties prior to the beginning
of the 1981-8Z-school year.
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RESPONSE TO CHARGE 8:
In response to Charge 8, it has to be stated, as in previous
reports, that although progress has been made toward eliminating
segregation in four of the racially isolated schools (Fulton,
Webster, Gompers, Johnson) there remains two high schools, two
junior high schools (O'Farrell will change when SCPA comes in
Fall 1981) and fifteen elementary schools which have 80% or more
minority students. That fact alone makes it necessary to state that
the overall plan needs careful attention and review. The District's
figures show that from 1976 to now, 880 more majority students are
attending minority isolated schools. Five hundred and seventeen (517)
of those students are at two schools, Gompers and Webster. Without
analyzing how many students are resident versus incoming, it is
apparent that the current number is less than adequate to relieve
segregation in the minority isolated schools.


The Task Force is well aware that the District's plan includes
programs which provide desegregated experiences for students at
many of these schools: learning centers, exchanges, Balboa Park
Program, and sixth grade camp. However, because the intent of
the Court's decisions has been to permanently relieve the effects
of racial isolation, the District's plan is lacking. There is no
evidence of a plan which is designed to implement, in stages,
programs which will insure the desegregation of minority isolated
schools nor the prevention of tipping schools becoming isolated.
Rather, the District seems to develop programs, hopes they work,
cheers when they work, wonders what to do when they do not work,
which gives the impression it wishes the whole problem would go
away. This mode of planning is not adequate.


The time has come for the District to expand the current Plan for
Racial Integration by more specifically stating the desegregation
plans for each isolated school including not only projected en-
rollment goals, but how these goals will be met and what alternate
plans will be implemented if the goal is not met. A time line for
completion of each stage must be included so careful analysis of
progress is possible. For example, at Lincoln High School, the
Career Center seems to have a healthy beginning with potential for
expansion. However, at this time, the Center has little impact on
the total school. How long will it take for the Career Center to
be a major force on the Lincoln campus? One, two, or five years?
What if after three years notable challge has not taken place?
What needs to be done to Lincoln High School to make it a possible
choice for majority students? Is it possible? Although these are
difficult questions, without easy solutions if they are not asked
there is no assurance of progress in allevi~ting minority isolation.
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Additionally, it would seem helpful to examine carefully what
factors are contributing to schools which are successfully
attracting students. Why do approximately 300 students choose
Encanto? How are they recruited? What is the incentive? Can
it be duplicated? If not, why not?


Progress has been made, but not enough. The Task Force acknowledges
the successes, applauds the many individuals who are contributing
their time and energies, and notices the increased focus of the
Board on integration issues.


---------------~---
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CHARGE #l:


After three years of observations, the Task Force can sum up the
status of the Race/Human Relations Prog-ram in a few words--it's not
working. Although there are examples of good programs and committed,
dedicated people involved in the District, the Race/lluman Relations
Program, generally, is viewed by teachers, students and parents as
a waste of time and of questionable value.
There are major progr~mmtic and organ i zat i onal probIems w i th the Race/
Human Relations Progra. Most serious of which is the finding that the
current race/human r~ ations effort is not a program, but a series of
un reLa t ed , d i sconnejzted act iv i ti es . Contributing to the sad state of
affairs which the Ra cezlluman Relations Program finds itself in, is the
lack of priority or commitment to this effort by the Board of Education
and the SuperinJendent. Although the staff person responsible for the
Race/Human Relt~ions Program reports directly to the Superintendent,
1n real1ty and 1n pract1ce, he does not have the authorlty to lnstltute
effective programs throughout the district.
The report which follows su~aviT~~-ch findings. The Task rorce
strongly recommends ~m,rtourt that if Lun t ary integration 'j s to
succeed, a st.[Q1lg..,---goal-orientedRace/Huma Relations Program must be
effectuated concurrently with quality acad mic programs. During the
first year of the Task Force's existence we received feedback that
the race/human relations efforts needed strengthening. Two years
later, we do not see much progress. ere were complaints that the
race/human relations activities were more form than substance, that
schools' staff went through the mo ons without any real commitment
or enthusiasm in what they were ding. It is our opinion that the
status of the Race/Human Relati s Program has not changed.
The Race/Human Relations Prog am needs a major overhaul. Time,
expertise and effort must be provided this summer to revamp the race/
human relations effort to t ansform it into a substantive program.
Experts are available in S n Diego who may be engaged to assist in
this planning effortwhic would include planned programs aimed at
behavioral results for bo h students and teachers. Concurrently, the
organizational structure nd place e Race/Human Relations
Program needs to be changed an effective m nitoring and evaluQtion
needs to be instituted.


REPORT ON THE RI\CE/IIUMI\NR. I\TIONS PROGRI\M
Intro"duction


The report of the 1980-81 Race/flu an Relations Program of the San
Diego Unified School District is based on the work of two committees--
the Evaluation Task Force under the leadership of Dr. Marvalene Styles,
and the Integration Task Force, Race/Human Relations Monitors chaired
by Maxine Patrick. This report is a summary of the committees' efforts.
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The full text of these reports are included ~ttachments.


The Evaluation Task Force focused on studying the Race/Human
Relations Program from several dimensions: the organizational
structure, the Race/Human Relations Program content including
curriculum resource material, evaluation/monitoring process and
procedures, past evaluation studies, and in-service training for
District personnel. The Race/Human Relations Monitors spent
over 200 hours observing 21 schools. Both committees gathered
information through revie of documents, interviews and observations.
Although both committees performed their studies separately, we are
~leased to report that heir findings and recommendations had much
1n common.


Recommendations are grouped in three areas: organization of the
Race/Human Relatio s Program, Ie accountab~lity issues,
and race/human relations wo program iss es.


A. Organization of the Race/Human Relat'ons Program


1. Designate a full-time Race/Hum n Relations Administrator
with full authority to carry ut the program reporting
directly to the Superintend t.


Under the current organizational tructure, the Director of the
Community Relations Division rep rts to the Superintendent. However,
in order to implement curricul or program decisions, they must be
funneled through various level and offices such as the Deputy
Superintendent; the Assistant uperintenclent, Secondary Division; the
Assistant Superintendent, El mentary Division; the Secondary or
Elementary.Directors, and th n the site administrators. Although
each and every individual in the chain of command may personally
be wholeheartedly in support f the Relations J'rogram,
the communication becomes distorted as it percol tes through the
system. One facilitator noted that support for, r the priority
placed on race relations from the Board and top m nagement seems to
come and go; the message given is that maybe race relations is
important and maybe it isn't, maybe changes can e mdde and maybe
they can't.


2. Provide a full-time or nearly full-ti e paid Race/Human
Relations Program Director at each s hool to be responsible
for the planning, implementation a coordination of the
Race/Human Relations Program.


Currently, the person in charge of the ace/Human Relations Program
at each school spends many hours of un ompensated time, often in the
face of lack of support from administ ation and sabotage [rom peers.
Observations indicaie that many racefhuman relations activities
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consist of "paper programs" only and s e sites are less than candid
in reporting their activities. The Ie of the chairperson and
the R/HR Committee varies widely [ am school to school. At some
they are window dressing, at sam they are genuinely involved, but
only in writing the plan. Impl menting the school's race/human
relations plan is diffused a!)d in schools where there is no watch-
dog function given to the c ~mittee, disillusionment and even cynicism
sometimes results when the committee members have the impression
that their hard work was for naught. Race/Human Relations Program
chairs must carry, in a dition t e chal ing of the Race/Human
Relations Committee an the velopment of the R/HR plan, their
regular teaching assi nts and duties.


3. Provide an independent monitori g unit to monitor race/
human relations programs thro hout tHe district and to
evaluate the programs' effec veness.


Currently there is no neutral, ind pendent monitoring of the Race/
Human Relations Program altho~gh here have been many individuals and
committees who have attempted t evaluate the R/HR piogram in the
past. The District delegates the directors the responsibility to
monitor and evaluate each sit's Race/Human Relations Program. This
is basically a self-assessme t completed by the site administrator
and the director. The Task 'orce had commissioned a study which did
not fulfill its needs. Th Board of Education has an analyst evalua-
ting the program. It is parent that evaluators are not focused
on common goals and objec ives, do not have either standardized or
normalized procedures, ha e not dete the data can be codi-
fied, do not have a longi din' odel valuation designs,
and do not represent a common thrust.


4. Increase the number of Race/Human ReI tions Facilitators
and reduce the ratio of schools per acilitator to five.


Race/Human Relations-facilitators are perf ming at a level difficult
to maintain. They are responsible for as isting as many as 14 schools
and cannot do justice to all their respo sibilities. They have
learned a lot in the past few years and need time to pUll together
and organize their information. They eedtime for their own in-
service, to learn and to develop teac ing materials to improve the
effectiveness of race/human relation programs and in-service training
for District personnel.
B. Leadership and Accountabilityssues


1. The Board of Education mu-t take a strong stand in support
of race/human relations Id designate race/human relations
as a high priority.
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Both committees arrived at the conclusion that race n relations
programs at the site level are only as good as t site personnel
involved. Where there is strong commitment· c leadership from
the site administrator, there are good ra human relations programs.
Unfortunately, there is no consistency "thin the district, with
probably many more poor programs than ood programs. The ultimate
responsibility for leadership and c mitment must come from the Board
of Education. However, leadershi and commitment must be opera-
tionalized into actions and not :ust words.


2. Evaluation and hirin of site administrators should include
consideration of th r personal awareness of and commitment
to providing leade ship to efforts aimed at achieving
successful race/h man relations programs.


It was evident that som not. carry out programs and
their students knew ver "r school's race/human
relations activities. ddi" ally, there are teachers at. some
schools who are quite open about their resistance to race/human
relations programs. The principal must.pr vide leadership in race/
human relations and set. a ~limate through ut the campus that.·promot.es
positive race/human relations. The prin ipal should let it be kno~n
that. uncooperative and destruct.ive role models among the staff will
not be tolerated. Currently, princip s have nothing to gain in
promoting strong race/human relation on theIr campus other t~an a
pat on t.he back. Incorporating suc ess in this area as part of their
fitness evaluation would demonstr e that race/human relations is
indeed a priority.


C. Race/Human Relations Work rogram Issues


1. Develop alternative
which provide a se
behavioral outcome


of race/human relations programs
developmental program with planned


Current race/human relatio s pro r ollection of activities
rather than a program per se. he Me-to-We: A Guide [or Developing
Positive Intra/Inter Personal RelatIons IS t maIn race/human
relatIons currIculum guide. Although an exce lent collection of
activit.ies, it. is not a program which is def~ned as a cohesive,
logical, sequential series of cognitive and effect.ive experiences
for students and staff that will lead to c anges in understanding,
acceptance, and positive interaction wit.h eers and others who are
racially/ethnically different. Current ograms at school sites
are fragmented and the link between acti ities is unclear.


A major omission is the lack of follow through as a result. of race/
human relations activities. Debriefi g at the end of each activity
would enable the participants to unde stand what it is they have
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learned from participating. Experience his sho t at both young
people and adults need to have the Bctivitie- consci usly tied into
their lives and their world by offering th structured opportunity
to verbalize, and thereby discover, an ! titude change, an understand-
ing or a skill which has resulted [rol the session.
The terminal results of a race/hul n relations program should be
changing behaviors, not attitud All race/human relations activities
which are a part of a cohesive, planned sequence should identify
behavioral outcomes.


2. Expand the definit' n of race relations and ensure that
there is conlmon u derstanding of the intent and meaning
of the program t roughout the staff.


Several years ago the emphasis of ra relations programs was
on human relations. The Tntegr 'on Task Fa ce recommended that
the focus should be n race ations, howev r, there is still a
tendency to focus on ~ aritiesrather tha differences because of
the fear that emphasizing differences creat s or exacerbates problems.
This is the "I don't see color, I just see eople" syndrome. It
needs to be pointed out that ignoring rac denies the race of the.
non-white person, denies the existence o' his/her color, denies what-
ever life experiences he/she has had th t is related to belonging to
a different ethnic group, and by exten ion, denies his/her true self.
Race relations, however, must
relations needs to be defined
us different. Race relations is
in a racial context and should b
communication, collaboration an
diverse people.


phasize "relations." Race
e than a focus on how race mHkes


e same as human relations except
viewed as the dynamics of


conflict management among racially


3. Provide support serv ces to the race/human relations
effort to enable the facilitators 'unction more
effectively.


Currently there is no central, annotated file on the wealth of
material available for race/human relations teacl ing or training,
although the materials dealing directly with race Hnd race relations
are limited. Usage of available materials is hampered due to a variety
of reasons such as the lack of annotated listing of multi-media
materials, fragmentation of resource collections, lack of in-service
to teachers on the use of these materials, lack of awareness of
effective race/human relations materials, etc. '[here is no way of
monitoring which materials are being used or how often they Brc used.
A computerized system for tracking usage needs to be considered.
More materials are needed which deal specifically with race relations
and the facilitators need to be provided time to organize materials
they have developed and found effective.
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be improved and included as paid time.
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There is strong agreement that although mu 1 race/human relations
in-service is offered to teachers, not e ough teachers choose to take
advantage of it, many resent it and c sider the in-service a waste
of time, and many do not perceive tJ need [or it. Teachers have
questioned the need for ten hours f mandated race/human relations
training. Often, the response challenges to the ten hours have
been to lay the blame on the Curt.
The ten hours of in-servic takes '0 ms . The Race/Human Relations
team offers a series of w rks s for whi h individual teachers may
sign up--afternoons, even s or Saturda~ They do not receive pay;
the credit received advances them toward a higher pay level. Some-
times an entire staff uses a minimum da after school, before school
or on weekends to have the Race/Human elations Facilitator Team
present a workshop to them as a group. Sometimes the staff chooses
to use their minimum days or other me to meet the ten hour
requirement by having a speaker or aking a field trip. Some of
these experiences lead to further skill, knowledge or awareness on
the part of the majority of the taff members; some of them lead to
absolutely no growth in any arc for anybody.
As with the Race/Human Relati s Programs for students, the in-
service training [or teachers is a series of unrelated workshops
or experiences. It is possi Ie that because there arc limited,
recognizable outcomes prese tly, teacher resentment to the ten
hours of mandated in-servic is further heightened. There is a need
for sequential, development I in-service training based 011 the
specific identified needs 0 the staff.
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CHARGE #2:


The Learning Centers have improved this year and are generally
providing a quality enrichment program in a desegregated setting.
They cannot be viewed as a permanent desegregation tool.


The Elementary Exchanges monitored this year have been successful.
The success depends on commitment from participating schools and
communities; people, staff, and parents have worked hard and are
continually reworking plans to make improvements.


The Secondary Exchange Programs monitored this year have not been
successful. The Secondary Division is aware of this fact and will
not promote exchanges next year. If existing programs wish to
continue they will be allowed to do so.


REPORT ON ELEMENTARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


Due to limitations of monitors, this component of the report is
limited to three of the five Exchange Programs: Boone/Jones,
Freese/Andersen, and Curie/Kennedy.


It can be said from the monitor reports that the new program at
Freese/Andersen and the continuing program at Boone/Jones are very
positive and it is evident that the administrators and staff go to
extra lengths to include the community in their overall programming.
At the onset of· the Freese/Andersen program, the following activities
to include parent participation were initiated: parents were invited
to ride on the bus route their children would travel; a picnic was
held so that parents could get together; and steps were taken to assure
necessary health care from each school's nurse or aide. Parent
involvement at Boone/Jones is limited and could be improved.


Presently, the Boone/Jones students use different reading texts,
but next year they will be on the AGP Program. As pioneers of the
Elementary Exchange Program, the teachers are willing and anxious
to share their successes and failures with other schools, but have
not been contacted by many. No students opted out of the Boone/
Jones program nor did any students from Freese. Four students from
Andersen chose not to participate.


Students appear to mix well, both on the playground and during lunch.
One minority parent related that the family had moved out of the
Freese attendance area into the Andersen area because of negative per-
ception about the program at Freese for resident students. Although
reluctant at first to allow her child to participate in the program,
she did agree and later commented as to how delighted she was with
the program.
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There is still limited communication between inter-program teachers
due to the time element and no District-sponsored opportunity.
Teachers have to use after-school or weekend time for this purpose.


Also, the achievement gap appears to preclude continued momentum
by the more gifted students, but the utilization of enrichment
materials is an effort to help the program. Next year, the expansion
of the AGP Program may reduce the problem.


The Curie/Kennedy Exchange is involved in the AGP Program this year
and arrangements have been made for the over-achieving students to
have additional learning opportunities. Both schools arc using the
same instructional materials/programs and now both are on a year-
round schedule.


Student center activities provide sharing opportunities for the
students with continuity maintained by a single counselor sharing
time between the two schools. No students opted out from the
Kennedy Exchange, with only two from Curie (for reasonS other than
anti-program) .


Parent involvement is sought.


Conclusion: -Lt is ~, that a la+~~Wlf:<p-f-ch_&J,.em·eiH-aTY
~X~AaH~€l .PT?g(am' ~:dl1. be .i-r.i+i-M-i-e2Lin.:....::t, .. - ~~'}\:i!'a-T':"'_ 'fh rs "pro gr am,
as 1t ~5 expanded, can cont1nue to proV1de mean1ngful 1ntegrat1on - .experience.


From information 1n the monitors' reports, we offer the following
recommendations:


1. The District should provide guidelines for health problem/
medication needs of students at receiving schools.


2. Do not leave administrators/teachers who are not positive about
the program in schools where there are present or anticipated
Exchange programs.


3. Improve parent participation in Race/Human Relations functions
and multi-cultural compon~nts of the program.


4. Standardize texts.


S. When possible, limit mixing multi-grade classes and gifted
mUlti-grade classes because of the achievement span one teacher
must address.


6. Meaningful instruction should be provided for all levels of
achievement, not just focus on one or two.
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7. Make provisions at receiving school fcir special program
students, e.g., ESL, Title I, etc.


8. On a district-wide basis, provide opportunity for teachers
in Exchange programs to share successes and failures on at
least an annual basis.


REPORT ON SECONDARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM


This component of the report covers the following Exchange programs:
Madison/Morse; Lincoln/Clairemont/Henry; Point Loma/San Diego; and
Memorial/Lewis.


At the high school level, this program has been beset with problems
according to monitor reports. It is our perception that the problems
will continue to affect next year's limited Secondary Exchange Program
unless solutions are found.


The number one complaint is late buses. During an interval from
November 17, 1980 to January 30, 1981 bus arrivals and departures at
Madison High School were monitored on 16 separate days. Results show
that 365 minutes were lost due to late buses and that on two days,
substitute buses had to be called into service when the original
buses did not show up. The lost time is a substantial detriment to
the student and forms a very negative perception of the program in
the eyes of parents. Teachers and resident students are also ad-
versely affected when late arrivals interrupt classes already in
session.


In the Lincoln/Clairemont/Henry program, students use the .same
materials, but in some cases the instruction has to be slowed down
to meet the needs of lower achievers while extra programs sometimes
cut into regular programming time. Teachers have to use after-
schOOl time to plan programming and have a real problem when they
need to consult with a student's counselor at another school.


Students in special programs have trouble participating in an
Exchange program due to scheduling difficulties. Overall, very
little interaction takes place and students stay with their home
school friends rather than mix.


At Point Loma/San Diego, there are different supplemental texts
relating to the different requirements for students at the two
schoOls. Part of a class activity was to be a trip to Sacramento
to observe the Legislature, partially funded by student fund raising
and supplemented by the District. A monitor's report shows that at
the last minute, the District reneged on its part of the funding and
the class was unable to go. Some administrative (principal) opposition
to the Exchange program has been reported.
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Many San Diego High minority students opted out of the program
because the instruction level was too difficult. One teocher soid,
"It was difficult for them to participate academically and socially."


Very little to no effort was made for parent participation. No
established student friendships were observed.


In the Point Lorna/San Diego Exchange program, monitor reports
show that some parents were involved in arranging field trips and
as class speakers and resources.


The Memorial/Lewis Exchange program included only 22 studellts and
suffered from lack of interest and,participation.


Teachers communicate in some of the exchange programs, while In others
there is no communication.


Conclusion: In its present form, the Secondary Exchange Program
provides only limited, short-term interaction between students of
different races/ethnic groups. Academically, it is beneficial to the
students enrolled. Due to disappointing results, the Secondary
Exchange Program will be substantially revised for next year.


From information in the monitor's reports, we offer the following
recommendations:


1. Improve interaction among students in the desegregation and
resident school programs.


2. Provide guidelines for health problem/medication needs of
students at receiving schools.


3. Do not leave administrators/teachers who ore not positive about
the program in schools where there are present or anticipated
exchange programs.


4. Improve parent participation in planning and implementation of
each program.


5. Improve parent participation in Race/Human Relations functions
and multi-cultural components of the program.


6. The District should provide planning/implementation procedural
guidelines for Secondary Exchange Programs that are going to
continue or be initiated.


7. Sufficient numbers of students to provide an integrated setting
should be involved In each program.
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8. Much improvement is needed regarding bus scheduling in order
to preclude the hours of lost time due to late or "no show"
buses. Note: This has been a continuing problem since the
onset of the Secondary Exchange Program with no improvement
shown to date.


9. Standardize course requirements in Secondary Exchange programs
that will continue or be initiated in the future.


10. The District should monitor Secondary Exchange enrichment acti-
vities offered in some courses at recruitment time to see that
there is follow-through of these activities.


11. Longer period of time needed at the secondary level. Three
periods are not sufficient to achieve meaningful integration.


12. Provision should be made for teachers to consult each other,
and counselors at another school when the need arises.


REPORT ON LEARNING CENTERS
Centers monitored: Grant, Stockton, Carver and Freese.
This program provides excellent enrichment for those students
participating. One administrator feels that students who are
scheduled to enter an Exchange program might benefit from experien-
cing a Learning Center Program for at least one year, "Jt would be
like teaching children to swim. They are prepared for the experience.
They are not just t.hrown into the water to sink or swim."
Cause for concern has been the lack of interaction among the
Learning Center and resident students. At some schools, this problem
has been resolved by the structured mixing on the playground.
Some teachers still exhibit prejudice [or minority students. To
cite one monitor's report, "I believe the teachers must be made
aware of their subtle ethnic putdowns. If I noticed them in my
visits to the classes, I'm sure the children do also."
Learning Center Counselors and Community Aides work hard on planning
activities to entice feeder school parents to the Centers, but few
parents participate. Only when their children are performing do
they attend.


Parents express polarized feelings about the program. Some think
it a positive experience, other exhibit negative feelings.
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Conclusion: It is our conclusion that th~ phasing out of the Learning
Center Program in favor of the Elementary Instructional Exchange
Program will better serve integration in the District. All ffieniCoF
reports Tefleec che-t'jllaJ it)' of e]{peFietJ.C.e--'i-R-Le-aTn+n· 1t . nd-
~~.
If some of the Learning Centers are maintained, we offer the following
recommendations:
1. Eliminate the prejudice for minority students exhibited by


some of the teachers.
2. Improve interaction among Learning Center and resident students.
3. Provide District guidelines for health problem/medication needs


of students at receiving schools.
4. Do not leave administrators/ teachers who are not positive about


the program in schools where there are desegregation programs.
5. Continue to try to improve parent participation.
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CHARGE #3:


The Task Force has not directly participated in the expansion of
Elementary Exchange. The Task Force did assist the District in
this area by encouraging local television stations to produce
programs highlighting the positive aspects of the minority isolated
schools. These efforts must continue.


CHARGE #4:


From all reports, a serious attempt to reduce distractions in the
classroom has been in effect.


CHARGE #5:


The Oral Language Instruction Program is functioning and the Task
Force supports the effort to encourage students to understand
standard spoken English. The program should remain as a "program"
only until the necessary remediation has occurred; otherwise, the
Task Force assumes instruction in correct English is basic to
educating students.


REPORT ON ORAL COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION PROGRAM


In the Charges issued to the Integration Task Force by Judge Welsh,
was one concerning the Oral Communication Instruction Program.
Specifically, the Charge was, "monitor classroom activity to deter-
mine whether there is instruction in oral communication ~nd of what
such instruction consists."


To comply with the Judge's Charge, contact was first made at the
Educatiorial Center, then later at a number of elementary and secondary
schools. The intent of this report is to provide a brief summary of
what was told to the Task Force member, what was observed, and a
few personal reflections.


At the Educational Center, Mary A. Barr, Curriculum Consultant
for the Oral and Written Communication Instruction Program, and two
colleagues, Gail Guth and Louise Pruett, were generous with their
time in explaining the development of the program and the manner in
which it i~ offered to all schools.


The program began in 1977 and since has heen updated on a regular
basis. The task of creating and packaging the instructional
materials and guides for the school system is the responsibility or
specialists at the Educational Center. The direct responsibility for
initiating and maintaining an oral and written communication program
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In every school rests directly with the iridividual school Principal.
In secondary schools, the chain of responsibility then extends to
a designated Vice Principal.


Each school is asked to appoint a key teacher to represent the
school in planning sessions critical to the program's development
and conduct. All key teachers are responsible for the following:


1. Assistance to the Principal or Vice Principal in the design
and coordination of inservice for site staff in oral communication
training.


2. Attendance at four open forums and four regular workshop
meetings.


3. Use of recommended te~ching and assessment practices.


4. Voluntary attendance at District inservice classes in specific
oral communication activities.


5. Evaluation of and recommendations for the Oral Communication
Instruction Program.


Each school is responsible for the development of its own site plan.
In every site plan there is supposed to be a measurable component
that will allow for evaluation. The plans are to be designed to
help all students, K through 12, control and expand their oral
language skills--both speaking and listening..' .


The starting point for the District's Oral Communication Instruction
Program is the recognition and acceptance of certain given conditions,
namely that the schools will receive students from homes, backgrounds,
cultures and social circles that will vary in nearly every respect.
Some of the variances will be reflected in speech patterns that
differ greatly from the speech of the wider community. Since the
students engage in many more hours of oral communications outside of
school hour~ than they do in their classrooms, the speech patterns
they have developed with their friends and families will be rein-
forced on a continual basis and may not be easily altered.


Accepting those premises, the program aims at getting students to
recognlze that there are two different approaches that may be used In
oral expression. One is standard or formal English, and the other
is nonstandard, or informal, or natural English. All efforts are
directed at preparing students to recognize instances and situations
(viz job interviews, public presentations, business discussions, etc.)
where standard English is more effective and, to that end, to develop
student proficiency in using standard language.
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At the same time, the rejection of natural language or dialects
is avoided in classroom conversations because it is believed that
such rejection would be regarded by some as a rejection of the
students' homes, backgrounds, friends, or a denial of their home
culture. The program is targeted at helping the students develop
their abilities to recognize the difference between standard and
nonstandard English, and to use standaid English to serve their
social, educational and career needs in the broader world.
To complete the definition of the program, it should be noted that
the Educational Center staff does not believe that a successful
oral communication program can be one that treats it as a separate
subject that has an entire school period devoted to it alone.
Instead, they view it as an element to be woven into or overlayed onto
all or most other subjects.
In witnessing Oral Communications classes being conducted, visits
were made to Angier Elementary School, Baker Elementary School,
Standley Junior High School, and Lincoln Iligh School. Additionally,
several hours w~re spent with a Junior High School Principal who
has been personally involved in the program at several levels. The
bases for the school selections were that they varied widely in
ethnic mix and all covered key teachers reputed to be responsible
for very successful ongoing programs.
Angier Elemehtary School, in Serra Mesa, has a 61.9% white student
enrOllment, with the remainder representing many ethnic groups. The
majority of the students are from enlisted rank military families.
The class visited was a 28 student first grade, of mixed races.
The teacher's efforts were directed at getting the students to
express themselves fully, in complete statements, using standard
English. A number of different aids were utilized including
pictorial cards, felt boards, and simple voice recording and
playback machine. The latter device is the most popular among the
students and is used in conjunctiori with poloroid type snapsllotS.
A student will view a snapshot and describe what he or she sees.
The voice sound is recorded on a strip of magnetic tape that then
is affixed to the bottom of the snapshot. The taped snapshot then 1S
placed in a track on the recorder which plays back the student's
voice so the oral description may be heard aloud.
The teacher reported that the popularity of the recording device
has such a strong, popular appeal among the students that it has
produced a very noticeable expansion of her students' communicating
abilities. While all the tapes heard contained standard English,
both the teacher and the principal reported that the mix of races
results in nonstandard English being used on the playground. Their
game plan is to train their students to use language appropriate to
the situation.
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Baker Elementary School, Southeast San Diego, is 10.3% white, with
a student population that predominantly is black. The class
visited was 28 sixth graders who obviously enjoy the opportunity
to express their thoughts to the group.
The key elements in the success of this class arc that everyone
is called upon to express himself and all arc guaranteed the right
to be heard. The secret to making those elements possible aro an
amazingly high level of control over the class by the teacher. She
not only has caused the class to speak in formal terms, but she also
has taught them to conduct themselves in what can only be described
as a formal manner.
In complete contrast to the first grade class described earlier,
who are in the beginning stage of being exposed to group activity
and group communication, these sixth graders are independent and
wordly in many ways. To their great advantage, this particular
teacher has found ways to capture their attention and respect,
and to direct their abilities and energies. The spirit tllat per-
vaded the classroom can be best conveyed by the inclusion here of
the group statement that the class recites en masse, standing,
at the opening of the class period, titled, "Our Creed." lt says:
"I have a right to be myself in this room. This means that no one
will treat me unfairly because I am black, brown or white, fat or
thin, tailor short, boy or girl.
"I have a right to hear and be heard rn this room, this means that
no one will yell, scream, shout or make loud noises.
"1 have a right to learn about myself in this room. This means
that I will be free to express my feelings and opinions without
being interrupted or punished.


"I am.Somebody
I am Ten Feet Tall
1 am Loved."


All emphasis in this class is placed on use of standard English,
which the students utilize very well. Even in describing verbally
their recent out of school experiences, which ranged from visiting a
circus to witnessing in H nearby park an argument over drugs that
culminated in a man being shot, standard English was used throughout
the hour. It was interesting to note that the students' manner of
expression seemed very natural for them, which is to say not the
least bit stilted.
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Both the teacher and the principal reported that Baker Elementary
School has been engaged in an Oral Communication Instruction Program
for about four years.
At Standley Junior High School, University City, which has a 77.2%
white student population, a combination seventh and eighth grade
class was visited. The particular session witnessed was targeted
at differentiating between standard and nonstandard English (in this
class the terms "formal" and "informal" were used) and some exposure
to ethnic nonstandard language.
It was noticeable that the nonstandard English used by the class itself
consisted mainly of contractions of words and some slang terms, which
was a strong contrast to the nonstandard language heard at Baker
Elementary and Lincoln High School. Despite that fact, which they
acknowledged, the teacher and the principal stated their belief that
they are faced with a challenge from nonstandard English. They
accept its use when appropriate, but stress the need for emphasizing
the knowledge of standard English.
At Lincoln High School, Southeast San Diego, with 0.3% white
student population, a ninth grade class of accelerated students
was visited. The class is reading Beowulf and discussing it.
The session opened with a discussion of the chapter that had been
assigned for outside reading. The teacher lead the conversation
in an exercise in which the students provided modern synonyms and
phrases as substitutes for words in their reading text. The
exercise seemed to be somewhat of a drill in the interchange ability
of standard and natural English, During the discussion the students
would utilize standard English in a textbook manner when quoting
the author, then immediately express their own feelings in natural
English that much of the time included the use of double negatives
in their sentences.
In discussing that obvious ambidextriousness with the teacher, she
opined that the optimum she may be able to look t owa rd is creating
among her students a solid acquaintanceship with standard English
and their recognition of instances when it can be used to their best
advantage. It seemed abundantly evident that she has been quite
successful in moving her students in that direction.
From the foregoing, it goes without saying that the school system
has an Oral Communication Instruction Program and that it is
functioning. The question that is begged, of course, will concern
how well it is functioning. Like so many other things we have
considered as a Task Force, that is a matter for conjecture.
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It should be made obvious that the Task Force member who was
the observer is not qualified to offer expert opinions in the
field of Oral Communication. Also apparent, is the fact that the
limited experience offered by the auditing of four schools can in
no way provide an accurate overview of what is taking place in
Oral Communication activities over the entire system. But, after
offering those caveats, I must say that my involvement, no matter
how limited, did cause me to ponder the situation at some length.
Regretfully, the results seem to be in the form of questions rather
than answers.


In looking back at all that was seen and heard, the recurring
thought that seems to dominate all aspects of the matter concerns
the level of importance placeu upon Oral Communication by the school
system.


Everyone interviewed agreed that Oral Communication is among the
most basic of all abilities needed to achieve any level of success
in today's world. Yet evidence of a high priority for the program
wasn't obserVed. After the program was created in what appears to
be an effective and attractive manner, the responsibility for its
implementation then was directed to the school principals. While
none of the principals interviewed exhibited anything less than
total support for the program, there is the nagging notion that
the same could be said for their reaction to a long list of subjects,
i.e., safety, attendance, AGP, etc. In fairness to the principals,
the question is how much time and effort they can and do devote
to Oral Communication. The program calls for each principal to
fill out and submit to the Educational Center a standard form that
would serve to evaluate their program. None of the principals
spoken to could readily recall filling out such a form. Tn summary,
it seems reasonable to assume that until top management of tIle School
System prioritizes the individual responsibilities of the princpals,
and gives greater emphasis to this particular program, Oral Communi-
cation instruction will proceed at its existing pace.


As to how the program now is proceeding, it will be recalled that
the game plan is for a key teacher in each school to participate in
the Educational Center activities, then go back home to develop
a site program that can be implemented by the school. It is difficult
to fault the theory of that approach, but it seems equally difficult
to find much evidence that it is overly successful. Each of the key
teachers interviewed reported very limited success in getting other
teachers to participate to any marked extent. The reasons for that
condition, if in fact it does exist, were not explored. Certainly
the teachers in the four classes visited were outstanding and
exactly what one would specify in designing such a program, Those
same four teachers, however, indicated that few of their colleagues
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shared their enthusiasm and dedication foi the program. If that
interpretation of their thoughts is accurate, then there isn't
much more to be reported here other than that a program does exist
and it is being conducted, to an extent that remains unknown.


Returning to several of the basic premises of the program, that
nonstandard English will be used and that it may become more indelibly
etched into students with the passage of time, the thought occurs that
perhaps more emphasis should be placed on oral communication in the
elementary grades. Acknowledging that there is a finite amount of
funding and effort available for anyone subject area, would the
bigger bang for the buck theory apply if a more total effort was
made in the early grades to install proper groundwork. Conversely,
then Jess effort would be applied in the secondary levels. While
such an approach would concede that secondary students for the next
several years would be without the program, it isn't known if
anyone now knows how much value is being realized at that level from
present efforts.


In closing, one question encountered while doing this study
concerned the impact that the Achievement Goals Program will have
on Oral Communication. The fear was expressed that the AGP might
result in such a tightly structured and scheduled schoOl day that the
Oral Communication Program, where it is effectively pursued now,
would be faced with time constraints that would greatly reduce its
effectiveness. That question is one that should be addressed and
answered clearly.
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CHARGE #6:


CHARGE #7:


Aspects of the District's Integration Plan reviewed wer~:


A. Career Centers
B. Magnet Schools
C. LES/NES Children
D. PFegtnmS for Asian studSRtr
o . V~~p


REPORT ON CAREER CENTERS


Career Centers are programs in high schools which provide quality
educational experiences and should be encouraged and expanded.
Career Centers were not originally planned as integration tools and
should not be treated as such.


Review of Career Center Program


Lincoln -and Morse High Schools have Career Center programs, For
these two minority isolated schools, it was hoped that the Career
Center would function much like a magnet program, attracting
majority students to a special car0er-oriented curriculum not
available at other schools in the district.


Career Centers were not originally developed as an integration tool.
The program complemented the Regional Occupational Program, providing
additional specialized instruction in specific career areas.


At Lincoln High School the program focuses on medicine and health.
Career opportunities as a biomedical aide, emergency medical techni-
cian, nursing assistant and other health care occupations are featured
in the curriculum.


The Morse High School program is known as the Center for Urban Studies,.
emphasizing law enforcement, government and sOcial services. The
program was unofficially modified in the fall semester 1980 to include
an aviation and aerospace curriculum.
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Both the Lincoln and Morse programs offer on-the-job experience
and internships, providing students with practical experience
related to their chosen career goals. It appears that both Career
Centers have developed good community support, including impressive
lists of advisors in the health care and aerospace industries.
Goals Attainment
In the 1980-81 Desegregation Plan the Career Centers had as a
general goal a student mix of 60 percent majority and 40 percent
minority.
The Career Center goals were formally expressed as follows:


Minori ty Majority Tota]
Morse 70 130 200
Lincoln 75 75 150
TOTAL 145 20S 350
% 41% 59%


As of the first quarter of 1981, the results for enrollment and ethnic
balance goals were as follows:


Minority Majority Tot a]-~--
Morse 114 S5 169
Lincoln 107 49 156
TOTAL 221 104 325
% 68% 32%


The program's performance to date has been the opposite of establislled
goals. Only 32 percent majority students are in the program versus
a goal of approximately 60 percent. Also, it should he noted that
44 of 55 majority students in the Morse program are resident students.
Only about 100 majority students, approximately 3 percent of Morse
and Lincoln minority student population, are actually contributing
to overall integration efforts.
Career Centers As An Integration Tool
The Career Center Program does not appear to he an efficient or
effective integration tool. Relatively few majority students (104
students, of which 60 are non-resident students) have been attracted
to the program at either Lincoln or Morse High Schools. It also
appears that the Career Center student has little opportunity to
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become involved with the overall student population. Career
Center classrooms are generally isolated or separated from other
school facilities. The curriculum is typically divided into 2-hour
or 4-hour blocks. In order to meet bus schedules the student'S
on-site non-classroom time is minimal.


Career Center Staff/Facilities


The administrators and teachers within the Career Center Program
appear highly motivated and dedicated to expanding and improVing
the program. There is very little doubt that students participating
in the various career programs are well-served.


Career Center facilities at Lincoln are being substantiallY improved.
The curriculum is being expanded to include careers beyond entry
level health care positions. The developing aerospace program at
Morse is currently using inadequate facilities. Larger, shop-type
facilities are required, but probably not affordable or feasible
within the near term.


Major Problems


The recruitment of majority students 1S a major problem. Counselors
and teachers in majority schools are reportedly uncooperative in
assisting with recruitment efforts. Both high schools indicated
massive and time consuming efforts to reach majority students, with
minimal results. It generally takes meetings with 250 students to
recruit one for the program.


The public image of both Lincoln and Morse also impacts recruitment.
Even when students are interested in a Career Center program, parents
are often reluctant to allow them to participate. While the negative
opinion of these schools is unjustified at this time, it has been
a deterrent to program growth.


Also, minority non-resident students are effectively precluded
from participat1ng 1n the Career Center Program. In order for these
students to participate, two majority students must be recruited.
Because of the difficulty in attracting majority students to these
high schools this procedure seems an unfair restriction on minority
students that could probably benefit greatly from the program.
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REPORT ON MAGNET SCHOOLS


Twelve magnet programs are located at minority isolated sites. rour
of these (three elementary and one secondary) are very successful
in almost every respect. The other eight, for a variety of reasons,
have been unsuccessful or have had an extremely minimal impact on
pure desegregation numbers and even less on true integration numbers.


Due to limitations of space, time and personnel this report is
largely limited to magnet programs in court designated minority
schools.


Six dedicated monitors under the 16adership of Chairman Carlton B.
Schroeder, Jr., spent well in excess of 300 on-site hours during the
1980-81 school year monitoring magnet programs at various secondary
and elementary schools. As indicated above their time was predomin-
antly spent at court designated minority isolated schools. The
monitors' summary of their conclusions follows:


Report from Magnet Monitors:


1. At the elementary school level, total school magnets, not
magnet programs within a school, provide a much better system
for producing quality integrated educational jlrograms.


2. Geographical location including attractiveness of site and
the appearance of the physical plant are very important
to the success or failure of a magnet program.


3. To develop and maintain a quality magnet, it is necessary
to have a total effort by the whole school staff. It is
also important to have parent involvement and commitment
within the magnet. There must also be an ongoing program
for recruiting new students at all levels of the magnet
program and this program must be totally honest in explaining
all options available to the student.


4. Continuation of the individual magnet program from
elementary to secondary is essential to the maintenance
of the whole program.


5. The quality of education can be as high or higher In the
magnet schools as in any other schools.


6. Early and complete planning by the District will enable
the school (magnet) to function better.
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In general, the Task Force agrees with the monitors' six points
although it would further face reality and stress point 5 by
changing it to read as follows:
5. The quality of education must be at least as high or


preferably far higher in the magnet programs if they are
to have any chance of attracting substantial numbers of
majority students to minority isolated schools or even
to schools that are no longer minority isolated but have
been until recently.


Magnet programs are born with problems in the San Diego program.
On the one hand they must provide a specialized quality education
program that is not available in the neighborhood schools and this
program ha s to be attractive enough and well enough merchandised so
that it will entice students to enroll in it notwithstanding some
inconvenience to children and their parents. On the other hand the
magnet program has to be physically located so and hedged in with
restrictions as to who may attend that it at least improves the
desegregation numbers to say nothing about improving the true
integration numbers and attitudes which should be the true goal.
Structuring magnet programs to achieve both of these sometimes
conflicting and sometimes incompatible objectives is difficult at
best. Programs that succeed in spite of these inherent handicaps
are beautiful to behold.
Prime- examples of such successful programs that appear to be truly
contributing to quality education and some true integration at
minQrity isolated sites are Fulton, Johnson, Valencia Park and
Webster at the elementary level, Gompers at the secondary level.
The School of Performing Arts which cuts across elenlentary
and secondary lines has been very successful under adverse
circumstances while sharing a campus with Roosevelt. It will for
the 1980-81 school year have a home of its own as a total site
magnet at O'Farrell Jr. High, a minority isolated site_ This
is the result of a courageous decision by the School Board in the
face of some neighborhood opposition and it will be interesting to
see how the program will fare and how the waiting list will hold
up now that the supporters and proponents of the Performing Arts
Magnet have been given most, if not all of what they said they
needed to make an outstandingly successful program. This program
is the closest thing to a true magnet in the old pre-integration
magnet sense that this district has.
These successful magnet programs have made a real contribution but
it is our opinion that it is highly unlikely that magnet programs,
as such, on a voluntary basis can every succeed alone in truly
integrating all the other minority isolated sites that now have
no real magnet or integration progrwn.
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Additional magnet programs may be able, with careful planning
and staffing and lots of effort, to effect a change in some of
these schools in several years' time. The Cho lLns Totcl~hool
Math-Science Magnet planned by the Board for the 1980-81 school
year could turn Chollas around. A similar program at Encanto
(a tipping but not a minority isolated site) has been a resoundingsuccess.


This conclusion seems to be supported by the fact that in the
fourth or fifth year of the present integration plan magnet progrDms
in court designated minority isolated schools were projected by the
school administration to enroll only about 1850 majority students
and in this school year actually enrolled only about 1450 for a
short fall of over 20% or 400 students.
Some notes of caution about eyen this modest progress must be
mentioned however:


1. There was in the 1980-81 school year an ~ unexplained
20% downturn in majority enrollment at Valencia Park.


2. Fulton and Webster tend to draw an exceptionally large
percent of their majority enrollment from just a couple of
schools. If the reasons for this were corrected at the
sending schools it could have a very adverse effect on the
ethnic balance at Fulton and Webster.


3. Webster and Johnson both base their appeal to majority
students on fundamental basic education and discipline.
As stress on fundamentals, discipline and basic education
returns to more and more schools through the spread of AGP
and other basic programs the incentive for the parents of
majority students is lessened and this could Ilave an adverse
effect on ethnic balance at Webster and Johnson.


4. The "standards/screening/dumping ground" problem for magnet
programs mentioned in the Task Force report of June 7, 1979,
still remains largely.unresolved. The overall conclusions
and comments of that report still seem in general remarkably
valid today, two years later.
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FULTON (Academics and Athletics)
Comments: Exceptlonal Prlnclpal


extended day program.
and staff; Good plant and


JOHNSON (Academic Academy)
Comments: Very good community involvement and basic education,


time on task program.


WEBSTER (Fundamental School)
Comment~: Very good staJ£ and strong parent and community support.


VALENCIA PARK (SDSU University Lab)
Comments: Good plant and locatlon, SDSU Lab, 20% reduction from


last year in majority enrollment.
BAKER (University Lab)
Commetns: Very poor geographical location.


EMERSON (Fundamental School)
Comments: Poor geographlcal location. Transitional lab program.
HORTON (Intercultural Language)
School wlthln a school
Comments: K-3 magnet, hard to make program work. Slight impact


on total school.


KNOX (Intercultural Language)
School wlthln a school.
Comments: French magnet is not a strong magnet. Slight impact


on total school.


LOWELL (Bilingual)
Comments: Very poor geographical location and pOOT physical plant.


SHERMAN (Individualized Instruction)
School wlthln a school
Comments: 4-6 magnet, Benchley extension.


school and magnet can make only
enrollment.


This is a very large
a slight impact on
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REPORT ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION FOR THE LIMITED ENGLISH
SPEAKING AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING (LES/NES CllILDl


As an element of Charge 7, the LES/NES Committee chose to focus
its attention on the District Bilingual Program and its impact
on the more than 2,500 LES/NES students. The Committee concluded
that:


1. There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the
Bilingual Program by District administrators.


2. There is a lack of consistency of instruction both intra-
and inter-school.


A variety of social indicators point toward an alarming number of
Hispanic students who are dropping out of school as early as ,the
ninth grade. A large portion of these "dropouts" are from
limited or non-English speaking background. Since the school
years are crucial in developing and maintaining a youth's commit-
ment to a productive and socially useful life, and with the
Hispanic population of 19,750 (18% of total District population)
and Asian population of 12,254 (11% of total population), it was
this Committee's task to determine how the educational system
served them. Due to the Committee's limited time available for
researching and analyzing all the educational programs available
to these students, and the lack of monitors, the Committee's report
will focus on the investigatiQn of the effectiveness of the Bilingual
Program.


To study the integration of children, the Task Force needs to insure
that necessary and appropriate programs are available to teach all
students in an equitable manner. The Distyjct was unable to supply
the Committee with statistics to determine what schools the LES/NES
students were transported to, and if these schools had the appro-
priate program to serve them. The Committee saw a serious flaw in
the program when the District was unable to furnish the information
as to where the students were bussed or if the schools had a program
to serve the LES/NES students. In addition, this Cooonittee had
problems even obtaining statistics about the LES/NES children. As
of March 1981 there are 5,494 Hispanic and 3,696 Indochinese,
649 Other, a total of 9,840 LES/NES children in the District.


This Committee held a series of meetings with over forty individuals
from: the Hispanic community, principals, teachers, instructional
aides and educators from both the University of California, San Diego,
and San Diego State University. (Names of schools and individuals
who provided information are confidential and will be given to the
Judge upon request.)
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The Bilingual Program had many areas that this Committee felt
should be addressed. However, because of the aforementioned
restrictions of both time and resources, we limited the scope of
our investigation to the following areas:
I. District Administrative Support


There appeared to be a definite lack of support for the
Bilingual Program by the Dis~ric~ministrators (i.e.,
the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent and princi-
pals). This lack of support was perhaps best evidenced
by many teachers' perceptions that the District was not in
support of the program. This perception was communicated
to the Committee at every schaol visited and from other
District teachers interviewed. There was also a feeling
that A~sistant Superintendents did not encourage monitoring
of the program. Another concern expressed was that, at a time
when teacher/pupil contact is being stressed, instructional aides
are being given full responsibility for the English as a
Second Language (ESL) Program. While we recognize the impor-
tance of the aide in the classroom, we question why something
as important as ESL is not a teacher responsibility. A lack
of auxiliary materials in the Media Center for use in [SL
was expressed time and time again. Teachers aI so did not
feel that proper training was being provided. In fact,
many expressed frustration because there was a lack of materials
available to teac)l Science and absolutely no training on
how to teach it with the material that they themselves had to
research. It was also expressed that principals rarely made
an effort to educate teachers that were not participating in
the Bilingual Program regarding the value of the program.
Consequently, those teachers participating in the program
were often ostracized, criticized, and were subjected to
unwelcome and often hostile remarks. Many of the teachers
interviewed felt that they were not assisted or rewarded
for the extra effort required for them to translate materials.
Many of them expressed anxiety at the lack of direction provided
by the Central Bilingual Office (CBO).
The Committee investigated the reasons for the minimal direction
given by CBO. We found the administrative structure was such
that this office is responsible for developing the program
and the Assistant Superintendents of elementary and secondary
education are responsible for its implementation. CBO is
unable to hold these Assistant Superintendents accountable for
the program. There appeared to be limited authority given to
the Assistant Superintendent who is responsihle for the program.
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The coordinator of DBO, on the othei hand, could well he in
a "Catch 22" situation; however, many teachers' and pri nc ipn ls '
comments would not reflect that assumption. Their .J:eelings~
expressed lack of commitment ~Rd ingenuity from both the
Assistant Superintendent and Coordinator.


II. Consistency, Standardization and Continuity
The whole premise of the Bilingual I'rogram is to give in-
struction in one's native tongue to ensure mastery of one's
primary language, which in turn will provide a sound basis
for developing the capability of mastering other languages.
The underlying theoretical assumption is that basic skills
learned in a parimary language can be used to acquire fluency
in additional languages. This concept is used allover the
world and has been highly successful. However, in our moni-
toring we found that many children had not mastered any
language even though they had been in the program forseveral
years. This situation clearly indicates a lack of support
from-administrators who are certainly aware of the high
percentage of LES/NES children present in the District.
There is a definite lack of consistency of instruction within
the school and from school to school. Example of such
inconsistency follows:
A. Teachers arc allowed to usc different book series.


(In one instance a second grade teacher used SCDC series
and the third grade teacher in same school used Santillana
series. The child in second grade is not preparea:For the
Santillana series in third grade.)


B. The process used to transition children into all-English
programs from the Bilingual Program varied from school to
school though it is our understanding that there arc
District criteria. The Tarjeta Descriptiva is to be used
as a guideline for determInIng the level at which a
child should be functional in his primary language to
transition to English, many·schools merely tested the
chiLd (CTBS), took the test scores, and never evaluated
whether or not the child's exposure to the English
language had been sufficient to allow for a successful
transition. There are many other factors that should be
taken into consideration in addition to test scores (i.e.,
English oral langauge and primary language reading, as
well as basic skills which include Math, Social Studies,
Science, vocabulary/abstract concepts, etc.]. There
appeared to be limited materials for teaching the afore-
mentioned subjects and teachers complained that they had
to obtain it themselves which means that these subjects are
taught with no continuity from classroom to classroom.
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C. There is a standardized test in Spanish designeu to
measure the effectiveness of the program, hut it is not
consistently used throughout the District.


D. There are State laws requiring that subjects such as
Reading and Math be taught for a minimum amount of time
per day. However, the District does not require the
Bilingual Program to follow these mandates. The time
for reading varies from school to school.


E. The Bilingual Program does not have a built-in mechanism
to monitor its effectiveness and/or continuity.


F. State law mandates that parents of LES/NES children are
allowed to withdraw their children from participating in
the Bilingual Program. This law also stipulates that
whenever the pupil is waived from the program, the child
must receive an individualized learning plan that encom-
passes all the requlrements of the BlllnguaI I'rogram from
which the child was withdrawn. With that type of regulation,
one would then be concerned at the 392 waivers at Sherman
Elementary. It would seem almost an impossibility to service
392 children individually effectively with the number of
teachers staffed at that school. This needs to be further
investigated since the way the program is explained, in-
fluences the number of waivers ohtained.


In summary, this Committee found there was a definite lack of cOnsis-
tency of instruction. The cause and effect of this problem is
magnified by having an extremely high transitory student population
(which in many schools is as high as 50%). These students move and
enroll in another school within the District and are then exposed
to a different level of instruction.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that there is even
less continuity from elementary to junior high and high school.
Moreover, this lack of instructional continuity occurs within
the schools. The effectiveness of sequence of instruction raised
many serious questions. Each teacher we contacted had altered the
sequence somewhat and all'questioned the level at which a child
transitions successfulJ:Yto English. In 'in t erv iew i.ng teachers, it
became very apparent that they received minimal training and that
this further complicated their roles in attempting to achieve a
consistent manner of instruction. Teachers need formulation of
criteria {or employing instructional aides to assist them in the
Bilingual Program. However, teachers rely heavily on instructional
aides and it is this Committee's concern that, because there are
no guidelines or training for these aides, there is no assurance
or consistency of the primary language being spoken for instruction.
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Role models are needed that can properly assist the teachers and the
aides often have poor diction and/or a lilnited vocabulDry. l'his
Committee believes this situation has created D serious problem
because aides are frequently used to teach ESL.
III. Bilingual Program for Indochinese Children


The report on the quality of education for limited and
non-English speaking South East Asian students is based
primarily on the report of the Board of Education integra-
tion analyst, Dr. John McLevie and Indochinese community
representatives.
Since 1975, the number of Indochinese students in the
San Diego Unified School District has increased steadily.
During the last two years, the numbers have increased
dramatically. There are currently 3,696 limited and non-
English speaking Indochinese students. The fact that
these Indochinese LES/NES students speak five different
languages has compounded the problem of providing quality
b iLinguaI programming for these children. The great cst need
is the lack of bilingual teachers and teachers' aides.
There are only 17 Indochinese teachers and 78 aides, not
all of whom are bilingual. Other problems include the lack
of teaching materials in the primary languages, the lack o(
teachers knowledgeable about the cultural backgrounds of .
these students, and the lack of communication between the
schools and the Indochinese parents. For a more in-depth
analysis of the problem, please refer to Dr. McLevie's
report.of March 24, 1981, to the Board.


IV. Spanish AGP


This issue of Spanish AGP was best described by two Integration
Analysts, John McLevie and Tom Nagle. A report was submitted
by them to the Board of Education, which for the most part
accurately reflects the findings of the Committee.rlt is the
feeling of this Committee that most of the recommendations
from the Integration Analysts are sound and should be implemented
immediately. It should be noted that the District was negli-
gent in its preparation of said program and that only part-time
resources were sought to put the program in place. Because of
the piecemeal approach the program is not adequately put
together and it needs extensive work to be as effective as the
AGP in English.
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V. Conclusion
Attachment is the Questionnaire the Committee used to
obtain its information. Because the Bilingual Program has
been given minimal support since its inception, this
Committee believes that the responsibility [or this program
should be at the Ilighest administrative level so that the
program receives appropriat~ attention. This would also
assure that principals and teachers see it as a District
program with specific consequences for improper management.
The Committee was able to observe a school which had an
excellent Bilingual Program. We found it to be encouraging
and enlightening to recognize what strides can be achieved
when a principal makes a true commitment. It reinforced
our belief that Bilingual education can be successful.
However, it also left us' with bewilderment as to why other
schools did not have a quality program.
We would like to thank the teachers/instructional aides,
principals, the Hispanic community and parents for assisting
us in gathering information. We only hope that we have
explained comprehensively and accurately those issues that
we were able to address. It is our hope that the Integration
Task Force will continue to monitor this program in areas such
as:


WaiverS/Parent Education
DISTAR and the LES/NES Child
Additional Educational Services (Health, Special Education)
Media Center/Spanish and Indochinese MaterialS
Staff to Meet Needs of Growing Population of LES/NES


Children .
Spanish AGP


VI. Recommendations
A. Recommendations for Spanish Bilingual Program


1. The Board needs to give the Bilingual Program high
priority. The program must be placed in the super-
vision of the Deputy Superintendent [Patrick) so
that both primary and secondary Assistant Superin-
tendents will be accountable for the program.


2. Developing first language curriculum needs to be
integrated into the regular school curriculum. This
guarantees easy transition into all subjects.
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3. The District should have ongoing study of Bilingual
education through careful evaluation procedures.
They should seek to become involved with universities
and other agencies that research the subject so they
may have current teaching techniques and curriculum.


4. Assemble the Spanish language AGP materials and procure
the services of instructional development experts to
train teachers. Request consultants or experts in
the Bilingual field to review the continuum and curri-
culum and recommend any necessary restructuring or
development of new materials.


S. Because of improper planning to develop the Spanish AGP,
it is recommended that the program be implemented next
fall after an inservice training for teachers, resource
teachers, and prIncIpals and top level District adminis-
trators.


6. Add Bilingual AGP resource teachers to the present
cadre of AGP resource teachers. Add trained and quali-
fied Bilingual substitute teachers. Monitor the res-
ponse system for providing support to teachers in the
field.


7. Institute a rigorous plan for evaluation and
monitoring of the program. This would include esta-
blishing a District Citizen's Advisory Committee for
the Bilingual Spanish Program. This Committee would
assist in evaluating the program's effectiveness and
would meet with the Deputy Superintendent so that
those recommendations can be implemented. Said
Committee should be in place by Fall.


B. Recommendations for Indochinese Bilingual Program
In general, we support the recommendations of Dr. McLevie
but we would like to highlight the following:
1. Institute a full bilingual program for South East


Asian LES/NES students. In recent months, there
has been growing criticism of bilingual programs
for LES/NES students. Unless one is aware of the
theoretical base of bilingual education and can
understand the importance and validity of such an
approach, it is difficult to explain to parents or
lay people the relative merits of bilingual education.
There is a tendency to substitute English as a Second
Language as the preferred approach because of economic
and staffing reasons.
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2. ~rovide bilingual teachers' aides immediately who
speak the appropriate language at a ratio in
conformance with the Lau standards. Provide full-
time employment in order to reduce turnover and
loss of trained personnel.


3," Obtain credentialing waivers for a limited time in
order to meet the great demand for bilingual teachers
in the classroom.


4. Provide bilingual Indochinese resource teachers and
develop teaching materials in the primary language.


5. Maintain close communication with the community.
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REPORT ON PROGRAMS FOR ASIAN STUDENTS
Introduction
As an element of Charge 7, the Overall Planning Committee dertook
the task to explore the programs for the Asian Population. This
report attempts to reflect the present status of a progr m which is
in its very infancy with inadequate information 3vaila e as
a basis for evaluation and presents the proposed Inst uctional
Program ~or Irdochinese students that has been prese teJ to the
School Board or implementation next year, with fi ings and
recommendation
Status Report


An analysis of the pFesent program fot Asian revealed an enrollment
dE 5,078 students thro ghout tIleDistrict w'th one specialized
center at Beale which i funded under the -mergency School Aid Act,
providing instruction fo 274 elementary tudenrs, 95 of which are
Indochinese.


At the Beale Center, students who spe little or no English are
integrated into the regular cl sroo program and are off~red a
program of intensified instructi n their primary languages anJ
in English-as-a-second-language. xamples of these primary
languages are Vietnamese, Laotia, ambodian and Korean. The
goal at the Bilingual Center is nte ated learning and fluency in
two languages) not just one. . e Cent r emphasizes developing an
understanding and apprec iati ot of custon and values associat.ed wi t h
t.he languages taught. St.ude ts also lear of the contributions
made to society by diverse ult.ural groups. Wit.hin this framework
there is a quality educati n in all basic su jects. The Center
currently has two Cert.ifi ated Viet.namese t.ea ers and one ESL
Chinese teacher.


The inst.ructional and ntegrat.ion program of Beale Cent.er feat.ures
the following:
1)


2)


Students at t.he Center will receive ESL inst.ructio!J from t.heir
regular classr om teachers . ESM bilingual aides assist. by
providing rei forcement and tutoring in other subject areas,
enabling I~~ichinese students to progress in all instructional
areas at l~els comparable to their English speaking peers.
To supplement regular classroom instruction in English, the
Center will make efficient use of the few available certifi-
cated teachers who speak various Asian languages. Students
will be helped to meet the challenge of integration by having
their/primary languages used for instruction in basic skills
until they are able to benefit from in st ruc ti on in Lng l ish .
Intensive ESL instruction will also he offered utilizing districtfunds.
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/
3) Small grOU~instruction, using a team-it eaching approach, will


allow Indoc inese students and monolingual English-speaking
students to articipate together in all other classes and
activities, s ch as English language skills, social studies,
physical educ tion, music, art, health, science, and human
relations acti ities.


4) Students share t e customs, cultures, an~/history o I the United-
States, Indochina and other parts of thr.world. In addition
to regular distric and ESAA multicultuxal activities, all
students will compa e various cUlturesJ~uring instruction
that points out sign·ficant contributions, through values
clarification exercis ,games, musie, and celebration of
each others' holidays. /


Activities at the Beale Cente are mo <tored by ESA1\ staff. Site
records of individual pupil pr gress on the appropriate continuum
for each student's language wil be examined and analyzed annually
during the project years 1980-85.
Interim evaluation via meetings i h site personnel responsible
for implementation indicate thaI. in ividualized instructional
language objectives have been Identi ied for all project students
and that records are being appropriat ly maintained. Although
quantitative data which addr,ss the Le el of attainment o f the
objective are unavailable at this time, qualitative assessments
by the site administrator and classroom ersonnel indicate that the
program is proceeding according to the s cifications set forth in
the application. Site records of individ al pupil progress will be
examined and evaluated in the spring.
The remaining 4,089 Asian students are red throughout the
district without the ~enefit of a specially tructured program such
as Beale with high density in the following s 'hools:


Elementary
~69
136


99
176
576
105
249


88


Secon da ry
Adams
Birney
Chollas
Euclid
Linda Vis a
Montezum
Carson
Meade


Einstein
Kearney
Madison
Montgomery
Mira Me sa


277
88


3 9
30
III


The biling al needs of the students enrolled in the above-mentioned
schools are supposedly met by roving instructors who must respond
to all of the needs of the several schools within the assigned region.
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The regional offices refused to provide ariy specif'c data on the
scope of the services provided, the objectives or he number of
Asian participants.
Mr. Harold Wingard was ~ppointed in late February as a specialist
for the development and implementation of the Asian bilingual
program. A visit with r. Wingard confirmed that the Asian programs
at all other locations w"th the exception of Beale lack organization
and direction and their urrent status is incomprehensible. His
efforts have primarily fo used on the deveropment of a program for
uniform implementation fo next schOOl ye . .
s t . T r' nd cd


aJ vIne 0 m.


impossible
of a needs
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CHARGE #8:


In response to Charge 8, it has to be stated, as in previous
reports, that although progress has been made toward eliminating
segregation in four of the racially isolated schools (Fulton,
Webster, Gompers, Johnson) there remains two high schools, two
junior high schools (O'Farrell will change when SCPA comes in
Fall 1981) and fifteen elementary schools which have 80% or more
minority students. That faci alone makes it necessary to state that
the overall plan needs careful attention and review. The District"s
figures show that from 1976 to now, 880 more majority students are
attending minority isolated schools. Five hundred and seventeen (517)
of those students are at two schools, Gompers and Webster. Without
analyzing how many students are resident versus incoming, it is
apparent that the current number is less than adequate to relieve
segregation in the minority isolated schools.


The Task Force is well aware that the District's plan includes
programs which provide desegregated experiences for students at
many of these schools: learning centers, exchanges, Balboa Park
Program, and sixth grade camp. However, because the intent of
the Court's decisions has been to permanently relieve the effects
of racial isolation, the District's plan "is lacking. There is no
evidence of a plan which is designed to implement, in stages,
programs which will insure the desegregation of minority isolated
schools nor the prevention of tipping schools becoming isolated.
Rather, the District seems to develop programs, hopes they work,
cheers when they work, wonders what to do when they do not work,
which gives the impression it wishes the whole problem would go
aWay. This mode of planning is not adequate.


The time has come for the District to expand the current Plan for
Racial Integration by more specifically stating the desegregation
plans for each isolated school including not only projected en-
rollment goals, but how these goals will be met and what alternate
plans will be implemented if the goal is not met. A time line for
completion of each stage must be included so careful analysis of
progress is possible. For example, at Lincoln High School, the
Career Center seems to have a healthy beginning with potential for
expansion. However, at this time, the Center h~s little impact on
the total school. How long will it take for the Career Center to
be a major force on the Lincoln campus? One, two, or five years?
What if after three years notable change has not taken place?
What needs to be done to Lincoln High School to make it a possible
choice for majority students? Is it possible? Although these are
difficult questions, without easy solutions, if they are not asked
there is no assurance of progress in alleviating minority isolation.
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Additionally, it would seem helpful to examine carefully what
(actors are contributing to schools which arc successfUlly
attracting students. Why do approximately 300 students choose
Encanto? !low are they recruited? What is the incentive? Ca n
it be duplicated? If not, why not?
Progress has been made, hut not enough. The Task Force acknowl dges
the successes, applauds the many individuals who are contributing
their time and energies, and notices the increased focus of the
Board on integration issues.





